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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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TWENTY-EIGHT-

YEAR

H

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO,
volt in fighting the fight for the peo-

DEMOCRATS

DISCIPLINE

ple."

Bailey Denies Coercion.

Patterson spoke for about an
hour and a half and was followed by
Mr.

Mr. Ballcy. The Texas senator began
by saying Mr. Patterson had proceeded throughout his speech on the

that the democratic party
had sought to coerce him In the mutter of casting his vote on the Panto
Doml igo treaty. He also declared that
Mr. Patterson had failed to understand the purport of the caucus resoto his
lutions and his relationship
party. The caucus h,l simply defined the duty of senators as members of
the democratic party It must be for
him to determine his duty as a senator In contradiction to his duty as
democrat. :
Dramatic Day in Senate on Contending for the necessity of unity In party action, Mr. Bailey read a
letter from the president commenting
Caucus Rule Resolution. cm the divided councils of the demo,
cratic party.
He also quoted from Mr. Roosevelt's "Life of Benton," a characterization of Andrew Jackson as "IgnorCOLORADO SENATOR TOASTED
ant and strongheaded" and said he
BY BAILEY OF TEXAS would leave It to Mr. Patterson to decide whether the president would feel
complimented over the Colorado senator's comparison of himself to JackStoutly Maintains His Claim to Vote son.
Never before said Mr. Bailey, had a
president given such offense to demoon Treaty Ratification as His
crats as the present occupant.
He expressed the opinion that the
Conscience Dictates,
president must have used very persuasive arguments to secure the support
Washington, Fob. 7. Today for the of Mr. Patterson.
Mr. Bailey then became somewhat
first time fn many years the senate more personal toward Mr. Patterson,
chamber was the scene of an effort to repeating a report which ho had
administer party discipline to a memheard to the effect that Mr. Pattersjn
ber of that body, and the occurrence had bolted the last democratic cauwas one of so many dramatic detail! cus for Denver offices.
"Without hesitation I bolted," Patthat the many witnesses will not soon terson
replied, "I refused to support
forget it. Mr. Patterson was the sub- that ticket, and did the best I could
ject of the effort and Mr. Bailey, to to elect another ticket."
Climax, of the Day.
whom, in the absence of Mr. Gorman,
It was at this juncture that the cliIs
conceded,
democratic leadership
was the instrument of his party in the max of the day's proceedings was
reached. This consisted In Mr. BaiIncident.
fact that Mr.
The proceeding arose in connection ley's bringing out the
had
with the consideration of Mr. Patter-son'- s Patterson bad been present at andsenaparticipated in the democratic
of remonstrance
resolution
against the caucus action on treaties torial caucus in 1903 in which the
by a
with foreign nations. The Colorado rule binding democratic senators
vote of the caucus had
senator today called up his resolution
n
Immediately after the conclusion of been adopted. Evidently the sugges-tlosurprise.
by
Mr.
Patterson
took
the routine morning business and ad- He did
not appear to recall the fact!
dressed the senate upon It.
be some mistake,
The facts concerning the caucus and said there must
proceedings of Saturday and his with- because hebyhad always held the views
held
him.
drawal from the caucus were frish in now
Mr. Bailey Insisted that ho was right
Mr.
Patthe minds of the senators.
In his statement, but ho
vouchsafed
terson's speech was In the main an
the added remark that ho was at the
elaboration of his resolutions, and
stoutly for the right of a same time satisfied that Mr. Patterson
senator to follow the dictates of his had not misrepresented when he said
did not recall the caucus. He WAS
conscience rather than the demand! he
to state his reasons for beof his party In all matters regarding proceeding
to have been
lieving
Mr. Patterson
may
be
in conflict. It present
which the two
by
was
interrupted
when
he
was not until alter he had concluded
colleague, Mr. Culberson, who rose
that Ihe proceedings took on an air his
with a typewritten paper In his hand.
of intensity and excitement.
Mr. Culberson verified
Mr. Bailey's
Hniley Hcglhs Chastisement.
memory.
Mr. Halley as well as most of the
Is cor"My colleague's statement
members of his party had Interpreted
SHld, "and I have here the
Mr. Patterson's resolution as a delib-erat- e rect." he
reflection upon the democratic record of the caucus action verifying
caucus, and from the moment that it. They show that the senator from
Mr. Halley uroso he assumed an ag- Colorado voted for the resolution." exMr. Patterson manifested some
gressive and somewhat taunting manIn manner and his face was
ner toward the Colorado senator. His citement
despeech was based upon the theory that much Hushed, but his words were
liberate.
obligation
to
all senators are under
"It seems," ho said, "that ample
obey conscience rather than caucus,
has been made to overbut that In doing so they antagonized preparation
me by reason of the stand 1
their party and should hold them- whelm
taken. I will not gainsay the
selves responsible to their party, but have
record; it Is not Impossible that withIts
was
more
speech
notable
for
the
due reflection) I did vote for the
arraignment of Mr. Patterson for his out
binding resolution. If so the vote we
any
to
course than for its adherence
cast without due reflection. That cirline of argument.
cumstance cannot, however, prevent a
Mr. Bailey charged the senator from
bango of course when aftir due InColorado with having been a parly to vestigation I became satisfied
the
the adoption in a previous caucus of demand of the caucus Is In that
conllict
binding
senators
democratic
rule
the
with my sense of Justice and antagonto the
rule. This charge istic
to my duty as a senator. Whether
conand Mr. Patterson's response to it
inconsistency may bo shown, I am
stituted a most dramatic incident, and content to let It stand; I will
the feeling throughout the chamber
censure or misunderwas very tense until the climax was standing of the
ny course. The rule does
passed.
change the eternal truth or the
Mr. Patterson failed to recall the not
obligation
of senators to observe their
caucus
previous
proceedings of the
of
office."
oaths
Culbut Mr. Pulley's colleague, Mr.
Replying, Mr. Bailey said that Mr.
berson, was prepared With a copy of
did himself an Injustice by
thoso proceedings, and when he had Patterson
intimating that there had been a conexamined it, Mr. Patterson said that spiracy
purpose of accomhe would not undertake to dispute the plishing for the
Ho attribdiscomfiture.
his
to
was
at
first
inclined
He
record.
was
Mr.
Culberson
fact
uted
the
that
to
disparage
hint
charge complicity
copy
caucus
a
of
the
equipped
With
before his colleagues In the country, proceeding to
his colleague's habit of
but afterward said that he was as being always prepared
for any one
much concerned over this apparent Inconsistency on his own part as he was
Mr. Patterson responded that he did
over the effect that the springing of
care so much for the position In
not
upon
the
main
matter
would
have
the
ho was placed as for the fact
which
to
to
the
Issue, which was
exhibit
country the danger there Is in caucus that he feared that the Issue would
be clouded by this Incident. That, ho
dictation.
said, mortified him.
Makes Senate Political Meeting.
Baggeata He uii the Party
Discussing the democratic binding
Mr. Bailey then suggested to Mr.
asked:
resolution. Patterson
Patterson that there was but one
"Is It persuasive or coercive?" and proper
left to him and that
answering his own Inquiry, he declar- was to recourse
change parties, and to tills
ed It to be cruel. "It may be refined," suggestion Mr. Patterson replied that
he went on, "but it is cruel. It strips
the sneers nor the Inuondos
senators of every element of Import- neither
of Mr. Bailey would cause him to
ance and Is liable to force them to dis- swerve
from his Intention of following
grace their high offices, or send them
his conviction rather than the behests
He
such
declared
that
Into oblivion."
a party. He had, he said, wanted
a course brought the senate down to of
only to Impress upon the country the
the level of an ordinary political meet- size of the danger that lurks In caucus
ing.
he added that If he had
the re- dictation, and
He especially commended
succeeded In accomplishing that republican party for not "having whole sult
he would feel satisfied.
states bound and gagged by the unit
Crowd to Hear Ihe Show.
rule In national conventions."
of the debato on the
anticipation
In
docMr. Patterson declared that the
resolution,
the senate pillPatterson
trine that even states have a right to ories were almost filled when the sendirect the votes of their senators has ate was called to order. Many arrivbeen abandoned.
ed before the doors were opened. PatHe declared that the caucus rule terson was promptly recognized by the
of
conscience
for
the
did not provide
OhaJr, He began with a few words of
the senator and said that a senator personal nature, saying there was
would be true to his own convictions, nothing he disliked more than to Inhimself a monitor of ject his personality Into any public
constituting
which he should stand In awe. He question, but at times such a course
appealed for relief from the "cruelty was necessary.
and Injustice and Indefensible characHe had, he said, supposed that his
ter of the caucus action,"
former
remarks on the Santo Dmniigo
I
course
"I have no regrets for the
treaty
bo passed over as Inconwould
have pursued and shall continue to sequential, but the action of the dem-o- i
pursue It. It Is true may not be adratio caucus last Saturday had mado
mitted to the councils of my party in It evident to him that he fell directly
exI
am
realizing
that
senate,
but
the
within the censure of that caucus. He
cluded because I am striving to pi-for- m said ho had been called a "bolter,"
exeto
sworn
I
my duty as have
and a "White House democrat," and
cute It, I will bear the exclusion In that a New York paper had gone so
perfect equanimity, Blmply saying to far as to say that there had been an
my democratic friends that I expect t understanding between himself and
meet them In the next democratic the president, and that an undereonventlot) where I hope wo will nom- standing nbout patronage and the son- ínale a candidate for president who
(Contlnnetl on Page 2, Column 4.)
will be equally as brave as Mr. H ec-
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Minnesota Governor Says Boston Man
Has Enough Proxies to Insure Control.
St. Paul, Minn., Feb. 7. Thomas W.I of Ohio, and Fremont Older of Situ
I
am not yet ready to
Lawson, Of Boston, held a four hours' Francisco.

conference with Governor Johnson at
the capitol today. Immediately after-- ;
ward Mr. Dawson left for Chicago.,
The subject of the conference was the
forming of a committee of governors,
and other prominent men to investigate the affairs of the New York Ltfe
and of the Mutual Life Insurance
companies.
At the close of the conference Mr.
l awson stated that his interview with
Oovernor Johnson bad been very satisfactory.
"Governor Johnson has consented!
to remain as a member of the committee I have had In Minnesota." said
Mr. Lawson, "and the others who will
make up a part of the committee are
Governor Broward of Florida, former
Attorney General Frank S. Monnett

announce the other names.
"I have enough proxies right now
to give me voting control of the New
York Life and the Mutual Life."
Governor Johnson said to the Associated Press after the conference that
he bad agreed to remain on the committee, "although I refused to net as
chairman of It, as Mr. Lawson urged
me to do, as It would hive taken too
much of my time away from the
state." he added.
"Has Mr. Lawson the necessary
s
proxies from
to control
the voting In the two big life Insurance companies?" was asked.
"I believe from the showing ho
mado this afternoon that he has," replied the governor, "and I believe Mr.
awson has a card up his sleeve that
111 astonish
the folks."

VOTE

BATTLE LINE

ON RATE

COMPLETE

1

FLOOD

OF AMENDMENTS
AND DEBATE END AT 0NCE

latter

adjourned

SENATE

ABOUT

READY

FOR STATEHOOD

FIGHT

Washington, Feb. 7. By continuing Spec lal to the Morning Journal.
practically to 7 o'clock, the
Washington, Fi'b. 7 It Is apparits
house concluded all preliminary steps ently the eve of Ihe battle on the
to the passage of the railroad rate Statehood bill In tincuate, yd no
bill tonight, ordered a roll call on the man can tell apparently where the
off
action
the dual
measure and put
victory' will lie. The opposing forces
until tomorrow at noon.
seem to be as evekly divided as ever.
4
The time for amendment came at
The debate may
for a
o'clock, and for three hours follow- few days, but whe.i it comes It will
ing one aIbend BMnt after another surpass in interest, vjgor .and possibly
came up, was read, debated in some in bitterness, any contest of Hie presinstances and went down to defeat. ent session. The Insurgents in the
80 fierce was the struggle to amend senate differ from the Insurgents in
that Often when a paragraph of the the house in that tin y apparently
bill was concluded in the reading a mean to remain Insurgents until the
dozen members waived their amendfinish. The leaders of both sides eon-i- i.
ments and shouted for recognition.
b niiy
predict victory hut neither
Not one of these was adopted. They side is prepared to give the reason for
contained all manner of proposition expecting It. There will be but one
such as regulating preferential.-)-, the point of difference lu the discussion,
long and short haul, free passes, court and that the uniting of New Mexico
procedure, whole rate bills and parts and Aii.una, as provided in the bill.
of bills, all went "by the board."
It seems now that there will be almost
Previous to these exciting proceedsolid democratic vote against the
ings the house had been entertained measure In Its present form, although
for live hoarse by the oratory of Its one or two democratic votes are
lest speakers.
known already to be with It. It Is
Mr. Bourke Cockran of New York curious enough that with the chief op- -,
in
measure
gave his approval to the
position to the bill from tin- deino- an elaborate speech
rats, the opposing forces should b
Mr. Cockran announced his position led by a republic an. yet Mr. Foraker
in favor of the bill. While he did not will be the leader of the nnti force!
consider it a panacea for all evils. It from the start to the finish of the
was a most wholesome manifestation tight. Senator Beveridge seems to lie
of a unanimous public determination thoroughly satisfied with tile situation
It was
to deal with rate evils.
and his plans are well laid. Men who
means by which public Ownership know tin- situation say that if lie can
could be stopped and checked the hold bis recruits, and the few
most plausible argument of the socialhis victory and the passage of
ists.
"The history of railroad man- the 1)111 is certain.
agement In this country," he said,
"is the history of favoritism, of cor- GOOD SAMARITAN GETS H l
In spite of
BULLET WOUND FOR Ills pains
ruption and of fraud."
this he would not say the railroads
had not rendered enormous service, Las Vegas Man Sustains gorioua injury From Dropped Revolver,
but they had not leen as efficient as
they should he. His next assertion Speeial to the Morning Journal.
La Vegas, N. M., Feb. 7 While
was that railway Influences predomiHe showed playing the role of Good Samaritan
nated In both parties.
how the representatives of wealth last night John Duff, of this city,
ignored the courts and dominated had the bone In the calf of his leg
The very court badly splintered by a bullet from the
Mate administrations.
ft'hicfc had dropped the proceedings
of Bob Burns, who was
against 11. II. Rogers had the next drunk and who had just been taken
day Issued I most vigorous Injunc- to his home by Duffy.
Burns after
tion against striking printers. In this entering his room wanted to go out
Duffy disconnection he reviewed the Northern 'and shoot up the town.
Securities case. The fact that no suaded him and llurrjs throw the recriminal proceedings had been begun volver on the floor. It was discharged
was dwelt on at length and a jail by the fall and the bullet entered
sentence and conviction of two rail- Duffy's leg. Burns left tndny for Ha-- I
roads for "more indiscretions," con- ton. Duffy exonerates him from any
trasted, his compliments were paid to intentional shooting.
Bockefeller, "at once the richest and
Santa iv officer Recovering,
of our whole populamost despl.-e-d
Special Officer W. L. Paris of the
tion." '
Santa Fe is out of the hospital, where
Universal applause greeted Cock-ran- 'l be has boon suffering from pneumonia
conclusion and after a formal and from the effects of a sprained leg
reception to him, which he sustained while capturing
congratulatory
Mann (His.) look the floor.
one Chas. Anderson, whom he caught
Thn the minority leader, Mr. Wil- - breaking into a sealed box car and
Hams, expounded the
measurt and at whom he fired several shots becongratulated everybody on its suc- - fore the capture.
cess. Chairman Hepburn closed t lii- debate in i cómprelo nslvo speeh dealConn Hears Garfleld Raport.
ing with the arguments of Us opponChicago, Feh. 7. The reading of
ents and the terms of the bill.
the report on the beef Industry made
Throughout the day the attendance by Commissioner Garfield OOCUPied
of members was large and the galler- tifo entire day In the trial of the
ies were crowded.
packers' case today and when court
Grant to lie Major General.
adjourned for the day a large part
Washington, Feh. 7.- The president of the report still remained to bo read.
today sent to the senate the Humilia- In all probability the reading will not
tion of Brigadier General Frederick be finished before a late hour toI). Grant to be major general.
morrow or some time on Friday.
Two .More Drop lor Hazing.
Annapolis, ltd., Feh. 7. Midship160,000 POST AT Kill PI'S.
men Itlchard 1. Bo Bausure, of Charles
ton, S. C, and George II. Melvln of Prussian Minister win Probably Be.
Ills.,
Getieseo,
were formally disconic Company's Chairman.
London, Feb. 7 Huron Hhelnbad-en- ,
missed from the naval academy at
neon today for hazing.
the Prussian minister of finance,
will probably succeed the late
Held For Finlx'z.lcincnl.
who WIS formerly Prussian
Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 7. Lawrence minister of works, as chulrman of the
E. Cummlngs, formerly a book keeper Krupp works at Essen.
The post Is
for P. It. Fahey & Co., stock and grain Worth $50,000 a
In addition to
brokers, has been placed In the county which It gives Its occupant great poJail upon a charge of embezzlement. litical power.
When the firm failed about two weeks
be apShould Baron llhelnbaden
ago It was stated that the embezzle- pointed this will be the second occament of a trusted employe was res- sion on which n German secretary of
ponsible for the difncultles of the state has left the cabinet to assume
concern.
supreme control of these works.
ses-sio-

wav-erer-

-

,

4.

lien-Thlelen- ,

PRICE 5 CENTS

J

until tomorrow.

CONGRESS
MEANS

IMPERIAL (THINKS.
See Mayor Weaver and

Other

EI

Simil-

or Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Feb. 7. The Imperial
Chinese commission which is touring
the United States spent today In this
eity visiting the principal manufacturing establishments
and other
The envoys,- - acpoints of Interest.
by Sir Cheutung
Lla:i
Has Ready Reply lor companied
Being Made
Cheng. CMtfaao minister to the Unl-- I Honest Effort
ted States, and the secretaries and
other attaches of the commission ar-- j
to Limit Appropriations.
Obstreperous Peasants.
rived at the Philadelphia & Beading
icrmmal early In the day and were
driven to the city hall where they
wore welcomed by Mayor Weaver.
SAYS CZAR ALONE OF ALL
Among the places visited were the WHAT THE WAR DEPARTMENT
tinted States mint, independence hall,
RULERS IS INDEPENDENT tho shipyards and the locomotive
IS ASKING THIS YEAR
A part of the commission's
plants.
party also visited the University of
Pennsylvania
the armories of the
Without Nicholas Says Premier Rus- state national and
With an Interesting Story of a Mighty
guard.
for Elmlra, N. Y.,
party
left
The
sia Would Be Benighted as
March Into New Mexico When
tonight,
England or France,
the Army Was Hardy,
No Lid to Fl( CStlcagO,
'

E

lite

policy-holder-

two-thir-

two-thir-

and elect other offlfers. Th I
move was frustrated by Nr-- ;
tional Vice President Lewis who ar-- I
Mr. Lewis
rived here this morning.
was dispatched here by President
Mitchell upon receipt of tolegraphi J
appeals from some of the delegates to
the local convention. The convention

Pueblo
N. M.

volition

Johnson Thinks Lawson
JH(
Has Big Insurance Card nr riunrnnrvn
Concealed in His Sleeve

PATTERSON

W!;,6f.w?.MS

Dy

8, 1906,

Vega

St. Petersburg, Feb. 7. A delega
tlon of citizens of Ekaterlnosdar, Caucasia, sent to St. Petersburg to obtain
the emperor's personal assurance that
tile land question would not be settled
by the present government but by the
national assembly, was received in
audience by Premier WlttO yesterday.
An interesting account of the interview was published today.
The premier pointed out that the Agrarian
problem could not be solved by a diof tinstate
vision
lands alone,
amounting only to ic, 000,000 nens.
much of which Is forest land. The
peasants must be prepared to buy private lands on the easy installment plan
as provided by the Imperial ukase of
November last. The spokesman of the
delegation replied that the peasants
did not wish to buy land, but were
determined to receive it as a gift from
tin- government.
At the close of an informal discussion the premier thanked heaven t lint
tile conditions in liussia were different
from those prevailing In other countries. He said, according to the pub
Uehed report, that a French president
was dependent on the electors ami ,111
English king on Jewish bankers, but
Ihe Russian emperor was independent. The consummation deglred by
the revolutionists that the country bt
ruled by Poles, Armenians and Jews
would not lie realised, The premier
S sa id lo ha B added
"The greatness and happiness of
EtUSStS are due to the emperor. Without the emperor you who now wear
long coats and high hats would still
be peasants."
The premier Is reported to have
in conclusion!
if only it hadonlynot been for this un-be
victory should
happy war. If
on our slue, all Would now be well,
but God did not so will It."
At tin- conclusion of tin
nferenoe
legation
the premier promised tin
in audi- that they would be
He gave the
enoe by the emperor.
same pledge to deputations of liurlats.
pie Chiefly In the
(a Mongolian
government of Erkutsk and Trans-Baikaterritory) who arrived hen- to
demand special representa t Ion In the
national assembly and permission to
live in their old condition of Nomad-Ism- .
:

l

l

-

Medals roc Warriors,
St. Petersburg, Feb. 7. Medals for
all who participated in the war with
Japan have heen oidered. Those who

defended Port Arthur are singled out
for particular distinction.
Ml BBEBEB COM.F.Y TAKEN TO
PLACE OF ins EXECUTION

Prisoner sun Hopes Governor Will
Commute Ifls Sentence,
Special to the Morning Journal.
Santa Fe, N'. M., Feb. 7. John Con-lesentenced to be hanged at Taos
of James
eb. 16, for the
Redding at QttS0ta was todny removed from the Territorial penitentiary and left In charge of Sheriff
Silvia no Lucero of Taos county and
Deputy Gomez for Taos, where ho will
be confined until the day of his exThe condemned man still
ecution.
His
hopes for executive clemency.
attorneys have brought every pressure to bear upon Governor Hager-ma- n
to commute the sentence. The
governor announced that he would
togive his decision In tile matter
morrow, but the fact that Conley Is
being taken to Taos indicates that he
has no chance of escaping the hangman's noose.
Conley shook hands with the of fleers .11 Hie penitentiary, and loft with
no show of emotion, although since
his condemnation he has been very
nervous and badly nroken up.
Forest Assistant Arrives.
M. L. Eriekson, forest assistant
lu
charge of the Jemoz reserve, has arrived In this city, and will begin work
on Ihe administration of the reserve
at once.
Since the organization of
Ihe reserve several months ago It h n
been without any regular executive
Mr. Eriekson will at once
off'cor.
guards mid take active
appoint
charge.
y,

FAIL

To 01 si

DOLAX,

Miners Checked in Mtempl to Boll Hv
National Officer,
Pittsburg, Feb. 7. -- National Vie;
Preen den I T. L. Lewis said to a representative of the Assoeiated Press today that he had received Instructions
from President Mitchell how to ileal
with the controversy between the coal
miners In district No. 5, but had sent
for further and clearer statements. He
would not make his Instructions pub
lic until they wore before the convention. The delegates of district No. fí
In another day of their convention
failed lo arrive at any definite action
n
upon a method to oust President
and Vice President Belllnghum.
and mado an attempt to bolt the con
Do-In-

Springfield. Ills.. Feh. 7. The supreme court today denied the motion
for leave to file a petition for a writ
to compel Mayor Dunne Of Chicago
to enforce the Sunday closing law as
applied to saloons,
The court held
that it had no jurisdiction in tho mutter.

Correspondence Morning Journal.
Washington, Feb. 4. If the demand
for economy shall continue during the
entire congress, and the men who are
watching the treasury are as vigilant
as they have set out to be during the
first part of this congress, the appropriations ought to be kept within tho
revenues.
There Is a natural disposition to bo
liberal with public money among
those who have lived on the public
money. Take all our army and navy
officers and most of the government
employes who have drawn their susthey
tenance from the government,
are all liberal spenders of government
finals.
There Is a demand for more
officers in the army mid for a very
(real Increase In the number of artilFORCES BALFOUR TO CALL
lery soldiers. Plans for more extensive- fortlfloatlons are mado, and with
MEETING OF UNIONIST PARTY an Increase of troops there would be
more barracks and quarters needed.
Our army friends would add an adLondon, Feb. 7. A. J. Balfour has ditional forty million dollars to the
finally acceded to Joseph Chamberttrmy appropriation bill. Our navy oflain's wish that a call be made for a ficers are equally liberal and would be
general mooting of the unionist party, ;,iad to see three battle ships provided
which, It is expec ted will be fixed for each year and officers and sailors proFebruary 15, though no details have vide. in man them. In tho civil seras yet heen settled. In the meantime vice there la a constant demand for
more
Mr. Chamberlain has issued an ini- - promotion, for more clerks,
messengers, for additional bureaus
DOrtánt manifesto whic h, while acequipment, as well ns now
centuating rather than lessoning the and
party tension, still leaves Mr. ta If Ml ,' departments, with all the expensive
a hridge over which to cross Into th I machinery they entail.
Our civil offitariff reform camp.
otherwise, be-- I cers are asking for more money for all
yond exactly defining Mr. Chamber-- 1 kinds of service and for Investigations,
position, the letter leaves mat- noien title and otherwise.
There is demand for enlarged pos-:ters much as they were before.
facilities and the pressure for
That Mr. Chamberlain has no Idea
rural free delivery service Is
of abandoning his tariff agitation It
show n by his declaration of an Inten- - irresistible. The nu n who are drawlion to form his own parliamentary ing government pay seem to think the
Hut
Higroup.
also, lu his letter, sug- - ROldan stream Is Inexhaustible.
tests that the questions of social re- the congressional economists are goform now arising will require large ng to try to really save the governrevenues, the raising of which may ment money, and if they keep up the
work as they have commenced It may
be indirectly connected with tho tariff policy.
'lilis is regarded as a bid be possible to make a good showing.
for the support of the new labor Ifeanwhlle those who want river and
harbor appropriations
have received
parly.
only cold encouragement and the men
.vho must liave public buildings are In
.' cave of gloom.
It will be Interesting
to note whether or not the economic
Wave will wear itself out before tho
end of lio- present session.
Cannon (.rows Sarcastic.
The representative
of this paper
naked Speaker Cannon if there would
! be a public buildings bill this year. In
Hitting (lie question a reference was
made to tlie senate having already
passed a number of these bills. The
speaker said :
"oh, the senate will pnss anything,"
Washington, Feb. 7. John Findloy with sarcasm. "The house ts the conWallace, forc er chief engineer of the versativo body, the deliberativo body
Isthmian canal commission, today of congress " Then the speaker said
concluded Ills testimony before the there would probably be a public
senate canal committee except In rela- buildings bill of moderate proportions.
tion to the type of canal, which will As to a river and harbor bill, he was
he taken up after the reports of the Informed by chairman Barton
board of consuiiing engineers have there would be nothing of tho sortthai
nt
MO made public.
He said the red this session.
"And Mr. BWtoH Is tho
tape necessary to the system involved best Informed man In tho Uottad
111
governmental working compelled Stales on nil matters pertaining to the
him to favor the contract plan of waterways," said Mr. Cannon.
building the canal in order to expeMr. Cannon now bus a wool hat, a
dite lis completion. He th. night the suit Of Jeans, a pair of home-kngalman in charge of the work on the luses and a pair of homo-kn- it
socks.
Isthmus should be the undisputed Hut the boots are lacking. Who will
head, with the governor of tho zone senil the boots? Heal boots.
Hoots
second and the man who has chary with legs reaching to the knee. And
of the procuring of supplies ami men they should come grensed
with tiillow
third lu authority.
to keep out water, and keep tho leather supple, For of course no man worOaatro's atan tuit parís.
Washington, Feb. 7. The Voncx-uelii- th of such footwear would think of
government has requested the offending by drawing on "gums" over
liiited States 10 tike charge of Its real boots. The boots do the whole
consulate In France. Secretory limit business keep the feet both warm
and dry, and hold out the trouser b gi
has d"i ided to comply with the
and will give necessary instruc- In good shapely stylo. It Is for tho
tions to the American arnbaaaador in south, and maybe South Carolina, to
supply the missing link toward makParis.
ing the speaker's appearance,
which
Talgn.v Declines to Talk.
mutter of national Interest,
New York. Feb. 7. Oliver Tulgny. Is now
Ihe former French charge d'affaires at complete In every feature of homeCarneas, Venezuela, who arrived la( spun charm and comfort. Mr. Cannight on the steamer Zulla, talked non's measure can doubtless be obbriefly on the conditions In Venezuela tained on call. It Is not dainty, as
today. He expressed the opinion that those members of the house can testinindustrial classes In that country tify who have seen him put down his
are not giving active support to the foot, and fidt tho result.
The riny Appropriations.
government's position on French
Congress will probably appropriate
He said that lie would express
no Opinion concerning Ihe conditions from 11,000,000 to $2.nonn,non for
and maneuvers of the naunder which he was forced to leave
Venezuela until be had conferred with tional guard of the country this year.
the French ambassudor at Washing- - A new plan for the education of the
organised militia will probably be oaf.
rlod out by which the guard regiments
and organisations will be sent to reg1101 K family MV1IDERBD e ular army brigade camps established
BV sipposkh nomuits e In seven or eight different parts of the
Hotlfan, Ala., Feh. 7. Welter- country.
Ing In a pool of their own blood, e
There will be no army maneuvers
on a great scale such ns the maneuvtheir heads almost severed from
their bodice, the corpses of J. M.
ers at Manassas In 1904, as In the
Christmas, his wife and son, a opinion of army officers, the expense
were discovered early today at a Is too great for the value received.
their home near Cottonwood, a
Chairman Hull, of the house miliAla. 4 The murders were commit- - a tary affairs committee, thinks conted some time lost night, end a gress will make provision for the regrobbery Is nupitosed to have been a ular army camps and will set apart
a about a million dollars for the expensthe motive.
es of Ihe guard organisations that go
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Into camp with the regulars, Ho regards with mueh more favor Hie plan
of having these brigade camps then
the one of huge maneuvers.
General Oliver, assistant secretary
Of war. In a recent explanation of the
new system to the house military committee, said: "It contemplates putting
the whole or most of the regular army In tents in summer f"r three
months, in tin' old days. Id the period
of Indian wars, the inmps had plenty
of opportunity to lit themselves for
field work, but now the bulk of them
live In garrison and do not have much
t
I'p
chance for development
Roosevelt has been urging some method of meeting the present conditions,
and It is through him that so much
attention is to be given to the practice march hereafter. In the summer
the regular troops will be ordered Into
brigade camps and will be required to
march to these camps from surround
ing posts. Guard regiments will be
sent to such brigade camps from the
neighboring states and each guaid or
ganlxation "111 remain with the regulars ten days, taking part In drills and
maneuvers. The government, under
the Dick law. will pay the transportation of the guard troops, will provide
their subsistence, and will give the
guardsmen while In camp the pay of
the regular troops."
There will he one camp In the
northeast, one In the southeast, one In
the central states, one In the northwest, one In the southwest, one on the
Pacific coast, and possibly u larger
one at Fort Itiley, Kan.
enera Oliver considers and so told
the house committee, thai the value of
these camps will he very great. In
the llrst place, the practice marches
will do the regulars good. The training and experience afforded the meddepartical COrpa, the (Uarterm.i-ter'- s
ment, and the commissary department
will be valuable.
It Is expected the
medical officers will learn much regarding camp sanitation and hygiene.
Valuable training In the mam uver-inof troops will be given the general Officers. The chief of staff will prescribe the course of instruction, and
Officers of the general staff will be
sent out. Just as they were sent to
Manchuria, tO report, observe, nnd
criticise, so that defects may be Corrected.
íícner. il Oliver told the house commute, theft wus not transportation
'nough to ,.mp a division i. thought
the coming encampment would reveal
this weakneM and result In numerous1
hnprovements
In addition to the inauguration of
the brigade ;imp system, a mora
meut Is well and r way to establish
brigade posts In various parta of the
country. President Roosi veil favors
It WOUld result in tin- ( one, n- this.
tration of the troops to b considerable extent
Numerous small frontier
posts WOtlld be Wiped OUl as well as
the smaller poeta In the northeast,
especially in New fork state.
I

g

.

l.on

in.

Marches,

There having been I great deal of
discussion recently over the long
marches of the artillery aceoiiipllshe
and to be undertaken in the southwest
and considerable criticism of the long
march of the artillery Into Texas on
account of the hardships Involved,, It
Is Interesting to nop- thai the long
distance marching Is no new thing In
the army and there are some records,
now generally forgotten that make recent performances look mild in comparison.
Some of the notable marches on record are those of Company C of the
old :isth Infantry, of which
Major
General Corbln was then the captain
BOme of the following del:, lis of tie
march of this company from Kansas
to N'i u Mexico were furnished by former Lieutenant m. W gastón, or that
company, now an employe of the war
departmenl in describing the march-e- n
he salil

Company c. gth Infantr) lefl Jefferson barracks, Mo. May is, IM7,
part of a battalion of the regiment
under command of Major Meriiam
8th Infantry. The eastern division or
the Union Pacific railroad was then
completed only to the town of Salina
Kan
Its first march was from Salina
to ild Fort Hays. Kan unimportant
lo chronicle as the only march it ever
glade with other troops or companies
"On the 7th of September,
th" company lefl Fort iia
en route
to New Mexico
It hailed three days
81 Fort Lamed ami one day si Fori
Dodge and Fort Lyon and two days Bl
Trinidad, Colo.
n the 7th of October
the company was el Fort Union, N
M
distant from Fort Hajn ItS mites
It marie the march from Lamed
lo
Dodge by the 'dry route; Leaving
m September 18, hailIstrnad al 7
ing six hours at Hlg Conn ami
hours at Little coon creek, it arrived
at Fort Dodge at
a m. September
14, sixty-on- e
miles
Leaving fori lTn- -'
ion on the sth of October and halting
one day at Helen. N M it arrived
arid reported for duly at Fort Craig
on the 19th of October, and mi the
10th furnished an officer and thirty
nu n for three months' detached ser-richaving made the distance from
(quarter-master'Hays to Craig, sua miles
s
thirty-thre- e
distance). In
marching days. Not s man gave out
or was Injured In the leas) The only
casualty of the transportation was the
death of mi 'off leader." wno calmly
laid his form to reel 'neath the asure
skb s of Colorado, umb r the shining
peaks of Trinidad
He r it a v ictim
to an ungovernable appetite
Temperate to fanaticism, a sad Instance of
indiscretion in that proverbiall) dls-- j
creet animal, tie mule
"The company changed station from
Craig to Fort Ha yard, N M In Pebre-ary- .
188!. ami on this march ma le
noteworthy time. In crossing the
Jomado' between Craig and Hidden It
camped one night ai the Alemán,' a
half-wastation and aforetime water-hob- ,
n
where Jack Martin, an old
officer, bad
arid
dug a deep well ami struck water,
furnishing an abundance
for trains
and travelers. Kxpeetlng to II ml wall at the 'Point of Rocks.' about half
way to Seblen, the company did mi
take a very early start, particularly
as a fierce windstorm was blowing
Marching about 7 a. m. they arrived
at the Point of Hooks, only to find the
holes perfectly dry Not having a drop
of water In the train, the only re- entires was to 'pull pnf for Helden
The company slacked arms mat
at Helden. Just as tattoo cess-ebeating off. having accomplished
miles betw. . n
the distance of forty-si- x
7 o'clock a. m.. and that time. There
was very little straggling. The entire
command (except those men with the
wagon train) was In camp within an
hour. The wagon train arrived about
midnight. Three days later the em- I
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Call-fornla-

d

p. my marched from "Slocums' on the
Asfaoaj roud to Kort Cummins (thirty-thre- e

cms

miles) between sunrise and sun- GRADING
set. It made several long marches on
scouts while at Hay. ml across the (Ha
river into Arlxona.
"On the 3rd of October, 1869. tht
SAGE BRUSH
FOR
company left Fort Bayard, N. M., en
to
It
llfth
military
the
district.
route
remained at Fort Bliss. Tex., eleven
days, awaiting the arrival of Other
Companies Of the regiment.
At length
starting alone, and halting one day at
Fort Quitman, one day at Fort Davis.
tJO days at Fort Stockton and one day
at flaaTor IJtke, it arrived at Fort
CIRCULATOR WILL PROSECUTE
Clark. Texas, on the 14th of the following month- - "1
miles in twenty-tlv- e Albuquerque Spreading Out
UNLESS TEDDY IS DESPATCHED
marching days. The totul distance
marched by the company In 'chung-lü- g
in
HI Directinns.
Station' alone was 1,714 miles.
"It has been asked. 'What does it nil
"Teddy Is
of conten- amount to." or 'What good does it
tlon.
do?' It shows that the better a man
Teddy, as everyone in Albuquerque
can be safely brought to endure all STREET DEPARTMENT CANNOT
knows, is Maynard Gunsul's brindle
the exper iences of the service, under
KEEP UP WITH THE PACE bulldog. His name was selected afperfect discipline, the better soldier
he becomes, and a long march beter careful observation of his disposicomes beneficial and easy."
which
tion and traits of character,
With the meagre money and the were found to correspond in a start( .
; HAS 1,1 ( K
I
M
VMKRK
few men and horses at his disposal, ling m.umner to those or President
.Many
"Systems" Worked to Break street Commissioner Martin Tlerney Hoos velt. Consequently the appellaAmong
was bestowed upon him.
tin- Bank of Monte Carlo.
Is making a desperutc effort just now tion
the other points of resemblance TedMonte Carlo, Feb. 7. Mr. Darnbor-ougbetup
to keep
with the procession, or
dy betrays the Independence of the
the American gambler at the
perhaps, to keep the streets In chief executive and the prominent and
Casino, has once more apparently en- ter
tered ofj a run of luck. Not long ago shape so the procession can get well formed teeth which ate also a
he had won $140.000 at roulette, but over them. And In this effort the Hooseveltian characteristic.
It will be remembered that several
lie was not content with this,
nnd commissi oner is having his troudays ago M. M. Dutcher, the well
quite recently lost nearly all his win- bles.
arc more ungrad- known city circulator of the Evening
There
nings.
ed streets In Albuquerque today where Citizen had a casual meeting with
He stopped playing for a time, hut
resembling Teddy, at
has now resumed, and In one day this houses are being built, or are already Teddy, aor a dog controversy
developed
which
heated
street
occupied
built
nnd
the
than
Week ( b ared $40,000.
The record for
during which the dog lixed his teeth
one day was made by the famous commissioner has horses
In his deof the circulator's leg. Mr.
"Wells, of Monte Carlo," who "broke partment, and there are almost more in the calfwas
naturally highly indigon these Dutcher
the bank" and took away $60,000 as houses under construction
and registered a vigorous coma single day's winnings.
ungraded streets than he has dollars nant
plaint.
Mr. Gunsul In his defense,
Mr. Damborough's "system" Is ex- in the treasury.
an alibi, alleging that his dog
traordinary. One of his great theories
"I'm getting to It as fast as I can," entered
was positively in another part of the
Is never to place his stake before the said the street commissioner yestercity
at the time the alleged assault
ball is set rolling, because he believes day afternoon as he looked with sor- wns committed.
Mr. Gunsul further
that the croupier can regulate the row at a hill in the middle of High alleges that his dog is an orderly
and
ball's movements. Hut he Invariably street which he is engaged In cutting
animal
that any such
stakes on the same numbers, and the down. "Hut my," said the commis- action on his part and
could only be in
Croupier therefore would always know sioner with n hopeless expression,
It Is understood that
"you've no idea how
before hand what to do.
this town is Mr. Dutcher threatens to prosecute
Another gambler who is creating in- growing."
the owner of the dog unless the latter
It is a fact that needs nothing more is
terest lo re bases his play on the moveMr. Cunsul
summarily executed.
ments of the planets, each of which than a drive about Albuquerque to indignantly refuses to put Teddy to
has
number. The inventor is fol- demonstrate that the city is growing on untimely end. That's the way the
lowed by many other gamblers, hut much taster than the appropriation
case stands, and there's likely to be
the planets hitherto have been unkind for the street department, and that something doing.
1111,1
1,11 "Is followers have lost.
in
rapid
growth
kept
is
when this
Teddy Is properly collared and
Father Capon, the Russian revolu- - mind, the street department Is doing tagged. The same cannot be said wf
tlonary leader. Occasionally appears at remarkably
well,
Albuquerque
is many dogs which are now roaming the
the roulette tables He Is a very cau- spreading out in all the directions in- - streets and the police have determined
,.,,,
I,.,
Sim
kmlM to tiling the owners
tious player, and rfSks only a few ,li,".t,.l
in account. The
shillings He attracts a crowd when- yesterday
reporter for the Morning plan has been sugegsted that all ownever he appears. especially
if by Journal wandered about in the sand ers of dogs not properly labeled must
chance he takes a seat at the table hills that spring up Just beyond High pay the dog tax or kill the (log. If
where one of the many Russian linuul street The little arroyos, the ditches they refuse either alternative, the idea
Dukes Is already playing.
ami the slopes are filled with tents and Is to fine them severely.
The dog
small cottages. There are homes go- - nuisance is getting almost as bad as
To Survej North Pacific,
ing up everywhere in that district and ever, and complaints are of dally ocWashington, Feb. 7. within two the people who live In them are pres- - currence.
Bicyclists and horsemen
before are the most prolific In kicks and deweeks an expedition will leave Ran Di- ently going to have streets
ego. Cal, under the direction of the llnir homes or know the reason why. clare half the present dog population
Carnegie Institute to make a magnetic One of the most Important works on should be chloroformed at once.
survey of the North pacific ocean. The whb h the street force Is engaged at
cruise, which will be mad'. Iii the brig present is In the grading of High
Galilee, i comparatively small sailing street. A small sized mountain is be- DEMOCRATS
DISCIPLINE
vessel, will Include a complete circuit ing cut down, the dirt being used to
may;
of that great body of water, and a lill in the adjacent hollows,
It
Journey of 88,000 miles will have been be mentioned In passing that there are
rnade when the ship returns to the comfortable residences, of brick and
United states. Tl
xpeditlon will be frame and Stone built on both sides of
under the supervision of Dr L A. the hill, some of them below the (Continued Froaa Page i. Column 2.)
Bauer, the director of the department present street grade, some of them
had been reached, in
High street when the street ator'S
of international research in terrestrial above il
commissioner gets through with it is refutation of this charge, he said that
magnetism of the Carnegie institute.
he never had made but one request
Prom San Diego the dallies will sail going to be a very presentable
for official appointment by Ihe prest
re.
along the Wesl coast of South America
to Panning island, thence to the Sa- Considerable grading has been done deht and in that case the request was
moan, Fiji and Marshall
Islands, recently on the street in front of si. refused. The last Interview he had
Guam ami in the neighborhood of the Joseph's sanitarium, giving access to with the president was a month ago.
Philippines, Prom there she win go the street from east and west, where- he said, and pertained to forest reIn that matter he felt tin
Into Chinese and Japanese waters, as It was only possible before to get in serves.
president had transcended Ilia authortouching at Yokohama. Continuing with comfort from the west.
lo r journey north, the Calib o will go
Another Important Ml Of work Is ity and he had so Informed Ihe pr.
There had been an emphatic
along tío- coast of Siberia and stop at the Blling of North Fourth street.
the Aleutian Islands after which Alas- There Is I good deal of work to be exchange of views and a sudden terkan waters will be entered, a visit be- dona on the north side of 'Which the mination of the Interview and ho had
ing made to Sitka. The Callleo will work on North Fourth Is hut the be- - not since met the chief executive. He
then siarl on her homeward trip to ginning, Further west houses, some confessed warm friendship for the
president anil felt that In the strugof them handsome houses on ungradSan Diego.
ed streets are again to be found. For gle he was making Oil economic lines
Albuquerque Is not only Spreading out he deserved support. "1 admire and
To Investigate I barges,
Seattle. Feb. 7. A thorough Inves- in the Highlands but all over the commend him for his brave p isltion,"
tigation of anonymous charges made rial country to the north and west. he said. Patterson said he expected
saainst the officials of the immigration ''in re is enough work in the district the treaty to be ameinb d. i don't
service stationed it Seattle has bees toward the American Lumber mills, object to the main features of the
begun by set rel service operatives. now building up so rapidly, lo keep a treaty," he said, "but if the treaty Is
The i h irges of rooked Hess w ill be street force of double the preselll force not amended as I think it should be.
When the amount of I will take the new conditions
Into
It has been busy tot a year
SlftSd to the bottom.
learned on unquestionable authority territory hS has to cover Is consider- consideration and In the end do as I
thai Captain W B. Ball, chief of the ed the street commissioner s doing think I should."
Daniel asked Patterson If he knew
northwestern district of the govern- wonders with the force at his com
Of any other senator who would roté
ment seciel service, lias Ireeii specially ntand.
for the treaty, but Patterson Aid no!
This morning
detailed on toe car ,
Poor!" Hani, Hun Stopped,
reply. Instead he referred
to the
Chief Inspector fcstCll and Captain
Ptorta, Ills. .Feb. 7. The bank sit- charge made that he had deserted his
Bell were closeted together for two
Is
today.
greatly relieved
uation
party and thai ha was in the habit of
hours bOhlltd Closed doors.
Much of ihe excitement caused by the making parly changes.
He admitcd
I
i
suicide of Dr. Simmons yesterday had he had lefl the democratic party In
ii i i
MILLION.
uhsiib'd. The banks of Ihe city came 1882 rather than support Cleveland.
giilli- -l Wall street
o
a tO the assistance of the Interstate Sav- In
tVeal
this em tlon he refered to Tiil- t arpentev.
ings and Trust bank and the run has man's course in his ow n
stale and TillSubsided,
The Peoples' bank Is still man Interrupted With the remark
New York, Feb. 7. From a specuthat
a
closed.
to
lator in Wall street with 1800,000
he had
row m sup.
iten as mueh
superintendent lor
contractor has
mining to party dictation as any man
Slaughtering the Innocents,
bW o tin tv. m-f Warren Ferris.
living."
7.
Washington.
mere
Feb.
That
of West Farms road. West Chester Ihgn
"Did you like it?" asked Bpooner,
a million infants have been sacvillage.
rifice I lo various com oi Hons know n and Tillman replied, "No. but I took
The Ungí MOW In bis ense fell y
It."
J
afternoon when property he as soothing syrups and pain killerby The digression caused a laugh which
mil
even
twice
killed
thai
number
mortgage
had owned was sold umlcr a
w is
the declaration inore ised when Patterson rearnkred
foreclosure to Mr. Rogers, a contrac- Impure milk,
by
wiiiey, chief that he had eaten crow, but less than
Prof,
night
made
las!
tor for whom Fenb now works. It Is of the chemistry
bureiu of the de-- i thai taken by Tillman.
sal Rogers Is also a horse trainer for
irtmenl ol sgriottRure, "We do not
The
the Payne-- nil yea combination.
Says Polygamy Is Rnmpnnt.
anything about the milk, we
holder of the mortgage on the prop- know
Washington. Feb. 7. The hearing
nave
condihomes,
lefl
our
al
the
or
erty was an aunt, Mis. Ann Ferris.
tions under which il Is produced,' he in the rase of Senator Bmool was red b l.
'.miiI If we know Dothlng of sumed today before the committee on
Plan cw ( omg Reflroed.
our knowledge in mole privileges and elections and Is likely
milk,
fioa
San Friit'lscn, Feb. 7. K. Ii. Haf"
as to the product put
limited
in to continue Intermittently throughout
the pres. lit
The llrsl SKhesa
riman. A. W. Foster and K. P. Hlpley, cans."
was Professor Waller N. Wolfe, forof (he Sant i Fe railroad, nave, It i
mer teacher of theology in Brtghaai
Two Dixie livers OolHde,
sild. agneil upen a general plan for
Young coibe ai Logan, Utah,
He
Ma. on. fja., Feb. 7. Trains No.
railroad extension Into northern territestified regarding polygamy and said
tory, a m w company is being or- - and :i Dixie Flyers," of the Central to
(he best of ins knowledge, "polygaK ii ize I,
repot t. Railroad f Georgia, eoMed near for- - mous cohabitation
o o ding to tile
has Increased very
a few minute, after midlythe,
'la.,
things:
Is
lo
First,
do
to
three
whldi
materially sime Utah "as admitted
ohnight.
No
been
have
details
i
lake over Hlpley' San Frami-- o and
MS slid thai
polygamj
in. d yet, but several are reported as a atae.
Northwestern Hue. with its villi able
u.ik even t ilked of with some
hurl.
Second, lo take
Kurska termínala
don in Bouthtra
and New Mi peer llarrlman and Foster's c.iii- Ico.
Tiled lo Wreck Theater.
fornl i Or Northwestern line between
New York. Feb. 7. An attempt to
Wilb is and Tiburón and this city, an blow un the Astor
Big Steamship Company.
theater. In coins
probably the North Bftore ,,r Sauatlito ot construction,
Augusta, Me., Feb. 7. The Clyda
has been discovered.
road, Tlhtd. to build the
to burn caused Iteimahlp company filed lis eartHlcati
gap north of Wlllsll to connect with The failure of a fuse
A
the
to
fall.
plan
strike of Iron- of incorporation today with tha secreHlpley's toad. .11 mile mkiIIi of Eucapita!
In
progress
against the tary of state. The authorise
is
workers
reka, The new company will evenMock Is fourteen million dollars.
place.
tually reach Portland, Oregon.
Trial Begin
I'm
CHICAGO STORING COAL
Omaba, Feb. 7. The (rial of Pat
11
.
KILLED is
Msi GREAT STRIKE
K.
Crowe,
harged
robbing
with
RIOTS IN CHILE
Chicago, Feb. 7. The gl aalail e
In
Cttdeby of S25.000
connection with! a supply of coal In the history of a
Valparaiso. Chile, Keb. 7. A
Hie kidnaping of K A. Cudahy, Jr., a
ti
from AnlofagaMa,
Chicago Is being gathered here a
five years ago. was begun In the disChile, says thai the railroad in
e In anticipation of the coal min- - a
trict court here today.
It la eg. O ers' strike on April 1. Within a
borers al oruro. Moll vl 1. are on
pei IhcI that several days will he conMtrlke muí thai ltfu iti-- n are said
a the next sixty days If the prep- - a
sumed In securing a Jury.
to have been killed during rlot-In- g
a aratlons that have been made a
(here. The authorities tire
are carried out, it Is estimated a
HOLMES
SHERLOCK
attempting to pacify the strikers.
Couldn't find the one man In this a that nearly a million tons of coal a
Cruisers have been ordred to
town who wants that saddle or drlv-In- g a will have been stored away in a
horse of yours us surelv and as a ciii, ago
Antnfagasln with troops.
a
011 Irk lv as a For Sale ad can do; and
a a a
Sherlock's fee would be larger.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

1

Ul

WHERE

LATELVjjELO

Thursday. February 9, 19M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

mm

M

I

NEW

MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

X)
--

OB' THE-

-

First National Bank

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

h,

law-abidi-

AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS, NOVEMBER

RESOURCES

9, 190a

LIABILITIES

$ l,350,6Sg.OO
Loans and Discounts
62,322.60
Bonds, Stocks, Ileal Estate
Banking House and Furniture
38,500.00
$ 309,000.00
United States Bond
Cash and Exchange ... 1.370,306.21 1,679,306.21

Cuptlal and Profits
Circulation
Deposits

$

298,196.68
200,000.00
2,632,589.23

e.

li-- nA

It,-,- .

TOTAL

TOTAL

$3,130,784.81

OF THE A.. T. & S.

b:

B. RUPPE

$3,130,784.81

RAILWAY SYSTEM

E .

J0

0. N. Manon, President

the

prescription

J. B. Hcmdon, Cashier

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

druggist

of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital
$100,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits
15,000.00

203 West Railroad Ave.

ONT

The State National Bank solicits a share of your
ness upon the basis of sound
liberal and acuratc treatment.
personal interview solicited.

Busi-

progressive banking,
Correspondence or a

thoi-ouyh-

J

W ITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

THE

the old leaky roof. Get a
new one that will endure-

BANK OF COMMERCE"

-

mmj

Put

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL,

J

SOLOMON

Vice President nnd Cashier.
GEORGE!
WILLIAM McINTOSn.
A. M. R LACK WELL.
J. 0. ItALDRIDOi:.

flb

Ji
IW Kule by
BORRAD AILE A COMPANY
1

7

1

Baal bound

CARLOAD of NEW

,

FURNITURE

.

,

8:30 p. m.
3:00 a. m.
4:35 a. m.
7:30 a. m.

IN

Alert Steel Ranges
STIR FURNITURE

Ittx.in

CO.

COPP, D. D.
12.

.

.
.

,

.
.

.

Santa Fe ...
. . .
Española . . .
. . . .
Embudo . . . .
. . . . Daranca
. . . .
. . . Servilleta
. . .
. . Tres riedras . .
. . . . Antonlto
. . . .
. . . . Alamosa . . . .
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver

,Lv.
,Lv.

. . .

,Lv.
,Lv.
.Lv.
.LV.
,LV.

.Lv.
.Lv.

....

,Ar.

Westbound
3:30 p. m
. 1:26 p. m
.12:28 p. m
.11:38 p. m
.10:29 p. m
.10:00 p. m

.Ar.

. .

.Lv.
.Lv.
.Lv.
.Lv.
.Lv.

.

.Lv.
.Lv.
.Lv.
.Lv.

. .

.LV.

.

.
.

.

.

p.
6:40 a.
.11:05 p.
. 9:40 p.
. 7:00 p.
8 :10

. .

.
.

S.

T. ArmliO Pudding

Communication Made Easy

-'

fVec-I'la-

x-

I

100-mi-

n

Cor. Fourtt! &

Railroad

A.

Typewrilorium..

le

1

1

Ramsay's

c

.

Wl(h the Woman's Exchange,
TypeAll kinds of Second-han- d
writers bought, sold, exchanged,
rented and repaired.
Agents for the

Underwood

Visible

.

Typewriters....

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and ull sints North and East by the

El Paso

Southwestern System

Rock Island System
Shortest, Qulokost, therefore the Dost.
The Only way with two
through trains dully, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, Observation Dining Cars, Chair Cars ami Couches. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

Typewriter Ribbons and
Supplies always on hand.
If you are Interested In purchasing a typewriter, call and
examine our atock.
GEO.

S.

RAMSAY,

MANAGER

m

m
m
m
m

Trains stop at Embudo for dinner where ffood meals are served.
CONNECTIONS
At Antonlto for Durando, Silverton and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the
tandard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gaugo via Salida, making
tha entire trip in daylight and passing through the Famous Royal Gorge, also
lor all points on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A
A. S. BARNEY,
Denver Colo.
Agent.

214 Gold Avenue

B. F.

10, 1905.

STATIONS

1:00 a. m . . .
12:61 p. m. .
8:11 p, m. . .
3:00 p. m. .
4:02 p. m. .
4:32 p. in. .
C:4G p. m. .

1

.

it

Branch Effective December

Simla

M.

I

JUST

Assistant Cashier.
ARNOT.
O. E. CROMWELL.

O. &iv R. G. SYSTEM

Cold Avenue
.

W. J. JOHNSON,

W. S. STRlCKLER,

on your building and you will never
care how hard i fains or how hot tb
sun shines.
Anyone cao put It down.
..qSdaw
I ree Sample ou request.

Albuquerque,

50,000..

Of doors and Directors:
LUNA, President.

ROOFING

Agenta,

1

For Full Particulars see any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

EL

V.
PASO, TEXAS

R. STILES

Gen. Pasa. Agent

Thursday, February

8, 1006

-

Tx TI
ii

Z)o Please
Your Hair

THE CAUFORNIA

WED

WILL

rsn

PUl

1

i

T?

'AT

TT T?
k v r.
uvA

T) TT

Don't have a falling out with your hair,
It might leave you! Then whit? Better
please it by giving it a good hair-foo- d
Ayer's Hair Vigor. The hair stops coming
out, becomes soft and smooth, and all
the deep, rich color of youth comes back
to gray hair. Sold for 60 years. f c 7Co- -

ON BRAKES phelps dodge people are

Terrific

or

War

Speed

SANTA

striker Ireland alleged

TUCUMCARI

ROSA- -

RE

TO

VICTIM

tin errect

i
AU.

GAP

.

1

Special Sale of 75 Heavy
Weight Suits; sold last
year at $20.00
special Price.. CAvJ'

It. III.

O

tfoj 10., Chicago Fa.st Mail, arrives
Negotiations between the Ph
Tr.peka, Kas.. Feb.
6:50 a. m.. denur-ta rrt
The Stal.
company are said to be under Society of Industry and
Westbound
Is goin-.:M- ,
labor
1., California Riumh nrrivi..
way for the Kock Island line between
.
m.. uenarts s : 1 ii p. m,
Santa liosa and Tucumearl, X. M. to interest himself in the case of A. K
i.
Xo.
3.. California
Ireland,
organizer for the American
Limited, arrives
With this stretch of track. 59 miles
11:10
a. m.. departs 11:2".
in length, In its possession, the crept Federation of Labor, who Is in Jail In
7.,
No.
Mexico
&
California Express.
copper company would own a direct I Cowley cou
on an assault charge.
arrives 10:45 p. m departs
line lrom the smelters In Douglas.
Ireland's ease is cue of the out- Xo. 9., Fast Mail, arrives 11:15 11:8,
p. m.,
Ariz., to the ooal fields at Daws in, X. growths of the Santa Fe machinists-strikeSouthbound
M
a distance of
miles.
Ireland was arrested on the' Xo. 9., Mexico Expresa, departs 12:15
lit
P. m.
11,1
For a number of months operations charge of assault with Intent to
n
were pushed forward actively on the a
machinist al Arkansas Local freight train, No. 9! South-- i
bound, departs at G a. m. and
survey of a line from Dawson through City. He was tried and given n jail
carries passengers.
Las Vegas to a point near Torrance.
sentence. Ills ease was taken before
l imn South
of late work en this line has been Governor HOCtl sometime ago but the No. 10., Arrives
Mexico Express, arrives 6:50
lagging. The preliminary survey has governor refused to act.
a. m.
been Completed, lint the survey has
At the meeting of the fociety In th Xo. 1C. makes all local stips east of
not beetl revised, and (he surveyors-ar- Representative hall a resolution wis
Albiioueroue.
Xo. 1. runs direct to Los Angeles.
given to understand that there is introduced providing for the appointno need of haste In finishing the ment of a commission to call apon Xo. 7. runs direct to San Francisco.
X' 1. .1.
direct tí. on Alumina nnrl
work.
Governor Hoch and request him te
San Francisco.
i if the officials of the
an
make
Investigation
In
road who are
Ireland's All trains
dallv
case. In the discussion following the
conversant with the situation,
non-ar- e
inclined to speak at present. It introduction of the resolution it was SANTA KE CENTRAL KAILHOAD
In Effect Dec. 25, 1904.
is generally understood that the two declared that a conspiracy ha
he en
railroad companhs are bargaining and phvrtned v the Santa Fe railroad Southbound
Northbound
Arlson
No.
I
jo ami
STATIONS.
No. a
that no agreement
iimdkUlm Skirts
has yet been company and detectives in the attempt
X4.00 SAots
:00 pmjLv. .Santa
lo place Ireland behind the bar,
reached.
Fe. AT 4:30 pm
Earht Wilson
2)niL-Hals
The resolution was adopted and a 1:20 pm . . . Donacian
The desirability of owning the en- -'
4:10 pm
Shirts
SAorr
Nettletou's
1:45 pm . . .Vega llanca
Ure line from Dawson to Douglas has rommiilt.e of twenty-fiv- e
3:4 5 pin
U ndrriurar
coming fruí i 2:20
. .
pm'.
.Kennedy
.
pm
8:10
nil
lines
Fine Clothing & Furnishings, Albuquerque
been recognized for some time past,
of labor represented In the
pml
2:45
pm
Clark
2:46
.MX
lety
were appointed.
and the Phelps-Dodg- e
company. It Is
,1:30 pn.
Stanley .
1:65 pm
The committee Will call ujion Govsaid, is determined to obviate (he ne4:06 pm
Mnrl.irty
:20 pm
cessity of paying tolls to the Pock ernor lloi h and will ask him to r - 4:30 pm
Mcintosh
12:46 pm
consider Ireland'! case to th- - extent 5:46 pm
Ivland on every car of coke.
Estancia
12:20 pm
For a lime it was thought to ac- thai he hive an Investigation made 6:20 pm
Willlard
11:15 am
complish this end by the construction and find out whether or not th-- rail- 6:50 pm
Progresso
10:45 am
,., ..... ,, road company used Illegitimate
,. ,, ,.,,
(if 111. I .MM
.Blanca .
10:25 arn
i.
means 7:20 pm
"
wi une n In
pm
8:10
Ar.
Torrance
iH sr,i,! l,,"t ,n,
.Lv
9:40 am
securing
Ireland's conviction. Irerailroad officials havi
land
one
H "art ne
of the mime movers In
wis
inclined to favor the Diimti !tse nf III..
Rock Island track over the gap be- - the Santa Fe machinists' strike and It
Will look well nnd feel well when
Do von wa.it to get Into business,
a well known fact that lite
"
tween Santa Rom and Tucumearl, If
you have one of our genuine
AL
raHrOSd Small capital required, Bee Mrfmad-to- o
company wanted him. where he could den. the Exchange man.
satisfactory terms can be made.
s.
do no agitating.
way.
"5-A- "
Japan's War Expenses,
Horse
A Habit to lie Encouraged.
(Small Holding Claim Mo. 327.)
The Japanese government esllmates
jjj Offic: 208',
W.
Gold
Avenue
The mother who has acquired the
Notice for Publication.
on him. Low Prices Now. Largs
the expenses of conducting its war
of ihe interior, United
Phono 335
with Russia at over $200.000,000. ihabit of keening on hand a bottle of Department
New
Stock.
Status
Office,
hand
Santa Fe. X. at,,
la large portion of which Is raised by namnerlain s Cough Remedy, Saves
Jan. in. pint;.
herself a great amount of uneasiness
Increased taxation. The people pay and anxiety. Coughs,
Notlc is hereby given that the folloand croup, wing-named
these war taxes cheerfully and the to Which children are colds
Buggies
claimant has filed
susceptible,
are
of his Intention to make fln.il
government has no difficulty In rais- - quickly cured by its use. it counterproof
In
support of his claim under
Ing funds. Thousands of persons who act any tendency of a cold to
result
If, and 17 of the ae; of March
have been benefited by using Hostet-ter'- s In pneumonia, and if given as soon as sections
I,
(2fi
BtatS., 854), us amended
191
Stomach Hitters write us cheer- the first symptoms of croup appear, it by the act
February 21. s 9 :t (27
LIGHT AND HKAVY HAR.Nr.SS
fully of the wonderful merit of this will prevent the attack. This remedy Blata, 470),ofand
that said proof will Ijenthcr, Harness, Huddles, Iin Robes,
contains
nothing
injurious
moth-I
and
famous medicine. Letters of praise ers
be made before c s. court commisIt to little ones with a feeling sioner at San Rafael,
Horse Hliinkets, Kto.
come from far and near almost every of give
X. M
on Feb.
perfect security.
Sold by
all it, ! 0 6 . via.: pío Sarracino, heir of
flay. They are the best proof that the drugists.
lose Antonio Sana ino. deceased for
,
o wnnt wfi ratn f
RttcrH wi
the S. H. C.
lot 1, See 20 Painfs, Oils and Varnishes
v,,,,
r,.m
,4.
THERE are people reading our For lot 2. Bees, ITNo.and327.20. Inand
lot ,1, Sees.
Kent
today
column
who
belching.
would
flatulency,
ALBUQUEkQUE
NEW MEXICO
mak" lb and
OOStlveneas, desirable tenants
T. Hi N.. It. 7 Vf,
Palmetto Hoof l'nlnt lasts Five Years Corner Flrtt Street and Copper Avenoe.
for
that
vacant
house
heartburn.
Indigestion.
names the following witnesses
dyspepsia,
yours
There
wll be tomorrow, to He
and Sums IiCaks.
prove his actual continuous ad-- ,
chills, colds, grippe or malaria, fever oo: and there Is time enough for you
to get your ad in that column tomorVtrae possession of said tract for twen-- :
anil ague we urge you to try the BR- - row.
It should have been In today. ty years next preceding th survey of
Cash Ttild for Hides and Petal
tor at once. Its results are certain,
se-the township, viz.: (iorguiio Flgue'roa
Your druggist or dealer will supply
For prompt and courteous treatment of cubero,
M.j Pablo Lgeero, of
x.
you with the genuine.
inn t,e very cholce.1l Of meats you will Cubero, x. u. Bautista Haca,
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
of Cumake no mistake by calling on Ein
bero, X. M. Juan D. MarHnez, of CuKlein
112
wort.
North
Third street, or bero, N. M.
Compound Eucalyptna Syrup, tie' Ulcnlioiiliig
tour order in.
best remedy for coughs, colds ami
Any person who deslrps to protest
bronchitis, only al Rnjmo's.
f2S
igaint the allowance of said proof, or
A New T.tnc
Of loose leaf binder Mótala his who knows of any substantial reason
DON'T lOHOKT
Jap-a-La- o
hat while our hobby runs to the just hern received and We can now under the laws and regulations of the
loose
leaf systems we still make make a binder any style or shape for inferior department whv such proof
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
special ruled and hound account loose leaf ledgers,
not be allowed will be given nn
First Class Work Guaranteed
statement systems, Should
A book made to scat your
'ooks.
opportunity at the
Fresh
Meats
and
Salt
Pr'ccs Reasonable
business saves time, patience energy cost books, etc.
the
Don't forget we do special ruling time and place to
and money.
!
SAUSAGE
witnesses
A
of
said
claimant,
SPECIALTY
lo
of
and
and punching too.
. .H. S. LITIIGOW A CO..
fer evidence In rebuttal ,,f that sul
t(l
isool.liinilci-PrmrnvBlvA itn.i
II. S. I.I I ik.ou x. rvt
by claimant,
in-viiiii. I I ',e ,ourna. Ofhce.
'
Hinders. With the Morning .lour,.,,.. untied
,? V , '
,
MANUEL R. OTERO. Realster.
.

OTHER LIMITED

TRAINS

WILL ALSO SLACKEN SCHEOULF

,

'

The transcontinental-railroadhave
reached an agreement that will practically eliminate competition for coming mall contracts west of Chicago t
the Pacific coast. In pursuance of the
agreement notices were sent on by
three roads operating fast transconti
nental mall trains that after next
Sunday the running time of the California limited on the Santa Fe, the
Los Angeles limited
train of the
Northwestern, Union Pacific and Ban
Pedro roads and the Golden State
limited of the Unci; si and and Southern Pacific would be Increased front
sixty-seveand
hours between Chicago and Lo
Angeles t
sixty-nin- e
and
hours.
By this arrangement the Santa Fe
will relinquish some of the mail It now
secures ut Kansas city and the Rook
Island will get some of this, while ih
Northwestern and I'nion Pacific will
secures some new mail at Chicago
from the east.
Repeated conferences between the
highest official led to the final conclusion that It would be bettor to Inaugurate schedules Dial the trails
could maintain than to lie continually
arriving lute at the terminals.
The roads concerned have agreed
hot to engage hi any speed war to Be- cure undue preference
In the
ma
contract to be awarded in the spring,
a
HURLEY SAYS UK IS NOT
PREPARING FOR COAL STRIKE
General Manager J. E. Hurley, of
the Santa Fe, was asked the other day
If the Santa Fe had commenced storing coal, having in mind a possible
coal strike among the miners on April
.

n

one-quan- er

one-quart- er

1st.

"Xo," he answered,
"we haven't
stored any as yet. I don't know what
we may do later. The 1st of April
...... ii.. i,
I,..,-- ,
f .. .,
....
y- i
"... ..ool n.i.u.auy
.
. nun son
.......
ere io c nene n
would have to be accomplished rathe,soon. Of course the immense quantity
which the Santa Fe Is consuniin : every day necessitates taking s ime forethought ns to securing It. We an n t
using any oil burning locomotives
Mr. Hurley said
had not yet begun
cars on Its system.

that the Santa IV
the use of motor

Hobo i
hoboes came Into El
Paso on one Rock island train tniweek and the police are now brsy trying to round them Up. The hobo nuisance in HI I'aso is getting no both
fast and the town is alive with them.
in a Munch.

Twenty-Fo- ur

Twenty-fou-

r

i

WOULD

BE AN AIR LINK.

,

non-unio-

j

I

I

I

M.MANDELL

fj

,

1

t

N. Pencil

v.ui-.m-

t

I

j

fit

YOUR. HORSE

Co.

hoi Alt
Dealers

Blankets

SAuto.

Carriages,
Saddles, and

no-Uc- e

TUGS, F, KELEHER

J. KORBER.

1

;r

C. A. HUDSON
Wait Taper ana

WM. FHRR:

I

...

above-mention-

cross-exami-

t,.

,

ÍJ

THE ECONOMIST

.

t

WE HAVE

Household Linens

HEEX MANY
WILL

llnS

say THAT

KVERV

ITBlt QUOTED HERB IS

A REAL BARGAIN.

Hur-lingto- n

Our Annual Muslin

fheet and

The shrewd housewife waits for this
annual sale. This time the saving will
he greater than for many years before. Cotton is very high, but we
boiiKht them many months ago, before the advance, nnd will sell them
on a less margin than ever before, so
buy your supply for months ahead.

16c line of Rlenehcd
Cuslrig
16 'ie line of Hleached

42-in-

Pep-perl-

ll

Casing
nc
line of Hleached
Mb.
peril Casing
ifa
of Hleached 4 Pep-p- i
llttcrilllineSheeting
18c
line of Hleached 4 Pepperlll
It.Sheet
Ing
22!jC
line
27',c
of Hleached 4 Pepperlll Sheeting
25e
30c line of Hleached 10-- 4
Pepperlll Sheeting
27 '4c
28c line of New York Mills
4
Hleached Sheeting
2."c
45-lUtle Hleached Casing, 20c
value
He
Utle
Hleached Casing,
22Mie value
20c
I'tlcn Hleached teasing, 2Tic
value
22KjC

Mc

flO-l- n.

I

n.

CO-l- n.

,ri4-i- n.

0c

50c

full bed size, real value

"2x!IO

He

MxHO
T$

extra size bed, real value

1)0x110

Inches square, real value

tide
05c
70c

Atlantic Mills Shets, 100 dozen from
which to choose, having a
hem
at top nnd
hem nt bottom.
6.1x90-li- i.
,
or 1x21 yds
00V
72x90-ln- ..
or 2x2 '4 yds
.V
81xt0-l-

n

81x99-ln-

.,

90x90-ln-

.

,

or
or

2lx:",a

vds

70c
75c

yds
'4x2',4 yds

2V4x2

HOc

Speclnl Unbleached Sheets, seamed

Slx90-ln- ..
center
extra good
quality sheeting each
4Hc

Tillottr Case

THE GREATEST EMHROIDKRY, LACK A X D
WHITE QOOD8 SALE IN OUR HISTORY UKGINS ITS SECOND AND LAST WEEK TODAY

Red Table VamajK
pieces regular 8'ic value
20c
piece regular 40c value
3!Jc
5 pieces regular CKe value
.4.V
Red Table ClothH, with white borders. ,ll sizes: special, each. .$1.50

3

Pepperlll E, 42 36, lf.c value. . 12'
Pepperlll o. 42 36, 16c value. ... 15c
Pepperlll I), 4!ix36, 16c value
15c
Pepperlll, 50x38, 25c value.. ,.2tlc
Hemstitched Pillow Cases ana Sheets
In all sizes at the same proportionate reductions

Turkey Ped and White
Cloth of the "Best

Quality

'

4

size
size
size

e

LItEJVS
By ihe yard

HucK

towels

BATH
15c heavy bath towels for
lf ettffl he !w bath towels

NAPKINS SPECIALS
50 doz. 2L'x22-lPleached Xapklns, assorted designs,
regular $.00 value. Special, ja-- dozen
$1.50
40 doz. 2Ix24-lHleached Xapklns. assorted deslgim.
"JII.OO
regular
value. Special, per dozen
$2.55
100 doz. Half Bleached Xapklns, 20x20-inc- h
regular
$1.25 value. Special, per doaen
$1.00
50 do. Half Hleached Xapklns. 22x22-lnc- h
íl.íiii v.iiu". Special, per dozen
$1.55

$1.25
$1.50
$1.75

2.00:

4

sice

$1.75

Silence Cloth

for Table Tops, ICnds arc
Pearl Edge Finished
Size 54x54. each
7V

30xi0-l-

n

all linen.

ed

Special at only

30c

"

Ii

gj

00

WiM
Table Padding and
Knifed Table Padding,
regular 16c value, per yard . . .7.V
c
h Terry Cloth, special nt. .$1.00
14-in- ch

EnlUh Lon Cloth
In
ph ceg

Rest Material for
11.50 grade, this sale,
11.75 grade, this sale,
$2.0ii grade, this sale,
$2.25 grade, this sale,
$2.50 grnde, thl. sale,
$3.00 grade, this sale,

Underwear
price
$1.25
price. .
$150
price. ... $1.75
price
$2.00
price
$2.25
price
$2.50

Nainsook Special

Just Received,

100 boxes of
of Xnlnsooks, 10 ysrds to

n.

open-work-

1x72. e i,

h yulltc--

c

tt--

cloths

5

e

size 54x10, each

Hemmed Table Cloths. Herman bleached, ready for
use;
size, $1.75;
size, $1.50; 4 size. .$1.25
LUNCH
At Reduced Prices. In plain hemmed cloths, hemstitched
nnd drawn worked; sizes f.4x54-ln- .,
45x45-ln- ..
S6x3fl-la I hpeclnlly reduced prices for this sule.
nnd 30x30-ln- ..
SPKCIAL An
border linen cloth.

'C
i.v

extra heavy double thread
bath towel, our regular 35c, go
In this sale for
gjtjc

reii-ol'n-

PATTERN TABLE cloths
Prim id. Hemstitched and Drawn Work Ends
Fringed Table Cloths, nil white or colored border,
size, $1.75; 4 size
$1.00
Hemstitched Table Cloth, nil while or half bleached.

12

50 dog,

Size

36-In-

'
h

Ihx

MBNTIONED

In al

.

Ready-mad-

ARTICLES

and Damask Sale of Tied Spreads
while hemmed, all white

These Come In Colored or
White i lorders ....
Ruck Towels, llxMln., each
lOo
Towel-- .
lKxK-ln- ..
Rui
each. 12'i.e
HttCk Towels. 19x3S-l- n
15c
each
UNEN DAMASK TOWEL SPECIAL
20x44-luc- h
actual mcuusiirc mcnt,
wild 2 twos of open work, all
white or colored border. Special. ,S5c
Hemstitched Damask Towels...,
U5c. :5e. ,,0c. Tie, $1.00

i

Hed Spreads

SASi " "

l

Table Linen, designed (01
buffer for your
table linen. Snechil. tier vard
60c Table Linen, half bleached, 4 different designs to
pick from, 7U Inches wide. Special, par yard
15c
75c Table Linen, S pieces of extra heavy half bleached
bleached hotel linen, 70 Inches wide. B
lal, yd., 05c
90c Table Linen, fine guaJlty, 68 to 72 Inches wide
bleached, all have napkins to macth. Special, pel
vard
,75o
Linen, heavy bleached Scotch aitd Irish
It.il Table
ie-iTiao nieaeneu linen iiamusK, (2 Inches wide,
aim
Special,
ier yard
$1.00
All arc higher grades of Table Linens likewise""
reduced for this sale.
Napkins to match any and all of the above Table
linen" in the following sizes 18x18. 20x20. 22x22
size;
and
half and full bleached, tit, per
$1.00 mid up
BPn

size.

tSl

.... Totvels....

n.

Ready to Use

f

e
e

T ABLE

size. $2.50;

t,eatS,eVuxV.VáT,pÍ!v: II
A t'oMI'.IN M IOV II VIII) TO
S.

ll

13,.
ifi-l-

single bed size, real value

C.lxllO

80c
Pop-perl-

ViUobu

Bleached Sheets. 100 dozen on hand
to choose from, plain hem, made of
good standard Pepperlll Sheeting, not
seamed, bul full width.
MxftO single bed size, real value

Wide Sheeting

r.

X.. 211

Sheets and

Cases

Vedding Tale

stole Grip i oil or stiver,
While waiting for the arrival of Ih
southbound Diamond Jo last evening
In the waiting room of the depot, Mrs
Webber, who had just purchased a
ticket lo Phoenix, missed a hand satchel, which it short time before she
had set down, says the Preseott Jour
The siitchel contained, li
Is said, much valuable silver and cut
glassware, which were very highly
prized by the owner ns well ns being
of much Intrinsic value.
The matter was at once reported t
the officers, who were unable to loCMtt
tin- thief by the time the train started,
and the owner left for the capital
much chagrined nt her loss. The
whereabouts of the sntchel Is still 0
mystery.

&

Special Word to Our
During this sale
Hiere will be no restriction as to quantity you
can buy one yard or a
piece one article or a
dozen at Ihe sale price.

Patrón

Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store

Our Annual Sale óf Table

M.e04.0Oi

A

THE DAYLIGHT STORE

w

CO.

o

11

Special Word to Our
Patrons Piiriug ti,,
there will he 110 restriction as to quantity you
can buy one yard or v
piece one article or a
dozen at the sale prl.e.

then-woul-

&

1

A

Manufacturer
objects to Railroad'
Rules About Drinking,
Kansas t'lty. Mo.. Keh. T. A f
days ago President Harris of the
road reeelycd a lengthy
from an Illinois manufacturer of cheese and butter. The writer protested vigorously ut the .strenuous manner in which the l!url!nv,ton
company
was enforcing its
rules
against drinking on the part of Its employe. The manufacturer said thai
Ihe detectives of the road were making It so uncomfortable for the employes who were Inclined to thirst that
it was hUffllUI the cheese business. It
developed that tills man sold a greai
deal of his product to saloons, wher
It Is dispensed as free
lunch. The
cheese maker Intimated that unless
Ihe detectives were less vigorous in
their work it might affect his shipments over the llurlington road.
Mr. Harris replied that while the
Iturlington road did not want to lose
his business, and while it did not attempt to refufate the political religof Its emious or prívale affairs
ployes. It did Insist upon sober men to
handle Its trains and business. In this
way Mr. Harris Intimated that
be no letup In the work of
to detect drinking employes.

and

.

Vr

1'PRATT
HEAT.
SECOND STREET.

ytfr

j

-,

Sania Pe Purchase Shortens Itoutc
Denver and the West.
Guthrie, 0. T.. Fob. 7. Considerable significance seems to be attache
In railroad circles in Oklahoma to the
recent purchase by the Santa Fe of
the Hock Island stub lino from Huck-- i
in to Hodge (Sty, in view of its recen! acquisition of the Denver, Hnl
& Gulf.
It Is pointed out that th
Hucklin-Ondgc
City line forms u natural part of u connection between ki- owa, tile presen I).. 10.
G. terminus,
and the Santa Ke main line and materially reduces the distance to mak
such a connection. With the building of a line from Kiowa to Hucklin
the Santa Fe would have almost an
air line from Oklahoma points to Denver and the west.
a w A
CHEESE TRADE INJURED.

PAGE THREE.

November- 12. 1905.)
BaatkoMML

2.. Atlantic Expresa, arrives 7 si
a. m., aeoaria
:jo a. m.
No. 4., Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. m departs 12:09 a. m.
Xo. 8., Chicago & Kansas Citv Ex
press, arrives 6:46 p. m., departs- -

OF

I

Through Lines to Stop.

.r

IN

RAILROAD TIME TARLE

No.

AFTER

ts
t r tt
irnnMrirr
U K
liVj JU
iuurin

TT
B
i A j P

2

Orneles

Coventry

a box.
Xnlnsook, per

Uerknley

Xnlnsook.

$1.50

per

$2.o

ged and all while valance for

frin

brjss beds.

HEMMED spreads
Xo.
hemmed spreads, regular
$1.00 value
8.V
Xo. 57 hemmed spreads, regular
$1.25 value
90c
Xo. 501 hemmed spreads, extra
large size, recular $1.7:. value. $1.15
Xo. Bl hemmed spread, 12-size
regular $2.00 value
$1.75
4

PRIN4JKD SPREADS
No. 021, regular $1.85 value
No. Ut, regular $2.25 value.,
No. 891, regular $3.00 value

$1.50

,$.H5
$2.50

VALAXCE SPREADS
For Hriiss Reds
Xo.
No.
No.
Xo.

size, extra large ..$2.25
size, extra large ..$2.75
522. satin quilt, extra large. .$.1.00
063 doublo satin quilt, extra
large size
$4.75
! BOW
numbers of Marseilles Spread
just received, In the extra large sizes,
071,

11-- 4

5Í1,

12-- 4

and reduced

10

per cent for this sal".

Crashes figlToxfeUn

Cotton Towels, 14x27-ln- ..
per doz. 50c
n
Cotton Crush,
wide, per yd., oc
n
Linen crush.
wide, per yd. ..10c
Imported Russian Crash, regular
20c value. Special, per yd
IBo
n
Terry Crush.
per yard
IMc
18-l-

18-l-

20-l-

OL'R LACE SALE CONTINUED FOR

ONE WEEK MORE
Torchon Laces worth
up to 16c n yard nnd 1000 yards
to choose from, ut only
.Vj
Lot Nn. 2. Torchon
and Piatt
Valenciennes Laces worth up to
2e a ynrJ and 3000 yards to
choose from, at only
to,Lot, No. 1.
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Scavenger Ordinance
a

a
--

the-publi-

holder
the city.
The ordinance reates the office of city scavenger, defining hie duties and
fixing the prices he may charge, and also directs the citizen as to how to lake
care of garbage, rubbish and offal of every kind on lii.s premises, and how and
where to plac e the same so that the scavenger may have access to it without
unnei c asan trouble to himself 01 the family. And aH the law provides very
heavy penalties for failure to comply with Its provisions, it stands you In
hand, us a matter of business, to post yourself.
The size of the garbage linn to he used is prescribed by the law to guard
against the use of recepta! les for this purpose which would be too large for
one man to handle. All the work is to he done fre of expense to the city,
ami in many cases probably n majority at a lower price to the Individual
than is now paid by persons who (jive proper attention to the matter, while
being under the charge of an officer who Is responsible to the (ity. gives a
reason. idle guarantee that the garbage will lie gathered from all the houses
In town, instead of from only a portion as at present, and that It will also lie
properly disposed of. so that it will not he a nuisance to the people in the
city or those in the suburbs.
Tin- most important consideration in connection with the matter, however. Is that which has to do with the public health, and that is a matte;'
that (ouches all of us. whether we keep house or "board." It touches not
only your neighbor anil his family, but yourself and your own family, and for
personal reasons, If from no higher motive, every citizen should take pleasure
In complying promptly and Carefully with the provisions of the law, because
III'' visits of the doctor cost a great deal more than those of the scavenger.

Rankin & (o.

WOQTTON

the

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY
Blue Front.

-

West Railroad Avenue.

Both Phones

FOR SALE

Pour fine lots, on

cor-

ner, close in, 4th ward. $1.000.00. See
me at once if you warn the IknI bargain offered today in a residence location. It won't last long.

W. P. METCALF

Notary Public. Insurance, Bonds.

MYER

Money to Loan.

321 Gold Avenue

s

Bald Edge's is the Place
s

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, faints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

J. 6. 8ALDRIDGE

s

FIRST STREET,

40S SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE, M AV MKXICO

J.E.BfcLL
..STABLES..

The Space Filler

Thornton, the Expert

"Are yon the nuin who t;ikcs
kicks?" Mke R Well known Alliu- querqua citizen yesterday an he stop
bed t in- Space Filler on the street and
looked him sternly in the eye, The
person addressed opined that he would
gladly receive verbal kicks hut wasn't
particular about the physical ones.
"Well, my kick Is on the way the
merchants on Gold avenue obstruct
the sidewalks." said the citizen firm
ly, "it ought to be stopped, i am In
favor of Gold avenue and want to sc
It become one of the leading bttStnPSfl
streets of Alhliuucrquc but I don't
j want
It to get so you have to walk
down the middle of the street w hen
you use that thoroughfare.
Now look
there," and following the Index finger of the man with the kick, thej
Space Filler could see In the space of
one block, boxes,
barrels,
basatctaJ
'beds, kitchen ranges, cots, oil stoves.:
saddles, sign boards.
dry goods.
chairs, stoeiera, ad Infinitum, forming
,1 continuous
procession of wans of all
sorts nnd shapes unit sizes Itretchini
the whole length of the block on b.,th
shb s of the street.
"It really Isn't fnlr to the peibstrl-- 1
an." went on the man with the kick.
"to have to pick his way along the
street as If he were going through
the top floor of a department store,
If you don't keep your ( yes open yon
are likely to take n header over n hobby horse or a new fangled
Irnnlng
board and excoriate your nose on the
cement. I really think the sidewalk
should be for the sole benefit of the
Merely
pedestrian.
a suggestion."
said the kicker, as he circumnavigated a second hand sideboard nnd zlg- sagged up the street.

IS NOT
DEAD
THY RIM ON STEAM CXRl'KT
CLEANING, MOVING. PACKING
SHIPPING AND GENERAL HOUSE
CLEANING. STOVE REPAIRING.
all up either 'phone.

FOR

EGGS
freshTelephone

Days Old

BR.ED-TO-LA-

From l to
Mornings to

2

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Choice Liquors Served. A Good Place
to while aerar the weary hours.
All the Popular Games.
Keno every
Moin'nv, Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BARNETT,
Proprietor
120 V. Railroad Ave.

The First National Bank will rent you a Bale Deposit Box for IS. 6
a year and up. Call and let us explain the system.

egsca.eeeeeeeeg

aes

one RJO GRANDE LUMBER COMPANY

I

Paint and Glass
Contractors' Materials

S&sh and Doors

TH1K.1I

L

HAKUVLriL

Both Phones

Y

POVLTRY YARD
J. T. RARGER, PROP.
TELEPHONE, RED 3611

RICO HOTEL
Dinelll

.V

Lenclonl. Props.

SAIOON. RESTAURANT AND
ROOMINO HOUSE

111

N O.

I'

I

B S T

S T R E E

Ctrotuii

Studio

Children's Photos

a

Madam Cross
MAKES A SPECIALTY
OP CP - TO - DATE

Specialty

Auto Phone 320

TAILOR-MAD-

E

I

Shirtwaists and

'

'

I

I

y.

17

Livery, Feed and Sale

WHEN 11 gives space in its newsy and hreezy columns to an address on
thf railway rate hill, our esteemed contemporary, the emigre slonal Record,
would confer u verylrreat favor hy putting a line at the top or bottom to let c
know officially which side the gentlemnn Is on. After carefully and painfully perimlng the eloquent and scholarly remarks of the honorable gentli-mafrom I'odunk or Pottawattamie, It Is very disappointing to he unahle to
Asrare of it Himself,
UKree with yourself ns to whether the able author of the address is In favor
a newspaper article
"John, here
on "The Making of a Bnccegtfwl Has- of the measure or foriilnst it.
hand." What would you call a sue- cesfui husband ?.'
Vegan,
leading
paper
Pueblo,
of
Vor.
Spanish
the
of
the
del
Lis
THE
"I Would say, Maria, that a successalii attention to the fact that "our marc or Iciw esteemed delegate ful bushaud Is one who can manor'
speaks of the white counties, in contradistinction In the Spanish speaking j'his wife without hci suspecting .the
fsrt."
counties of New Mexico." Our fellow cltlseus of Spanish descent, who helped
"Huh' Then von're not a success- to put the "Hull" in ((ingress, will not feel very much tlilt'icd by lh fait 'ud husNinil hy a lonr shot."
t know It, my dear. 'Chicago
,
,
U 9
ItW White
,
ga
n

1

11

and the 'Ballot

.,,,,,

Delightful and beneficial, Insuring freedom from "Itching" and "Dandruff,"
leaves the hair soft and glossy, and not burnt as Is the case with most
shampoos. Also refreshing when used In the bath.

Albuquerque

calendars for IMI use tit to run a little more to Dutch windmills and
little less to pink lights than has been the UStom for several years past.
Topeka Capital.
e
e

,,-,!.-

William's Liquid Antiseptic
Soqlp and Shampoo

Putney

Estate

THE Interesting qneetlOO, "which do men mom resemhle, dogs or hogd?"
vv
i.'cntly ralead it th New York Acndemy of Medicine, Jr. Kdwnrd M.
Foote hod lieen experimenting with dogs to determine the pathological
remilts Of nutomnhlle ncrldcntx. Ills paper was rrllicscd. nayn the (Ilolie,
not us one would naturally expect on the ground that there was enough
hum ni detritus broken up hy chauffeur In the streets every day to mipply
any reasonahle surgical demand hut hecuuse the pig would he a hetter Huh
.
stltute for man than the dog In making such experiments.

25c A BOTTLE

25c A BOTTLE

1

-

West End Viaduct
Auto. 'Phone 471

Retail

terms-HI'SINES-

W(

documents" that the friends of the cause could have, and is especially valuable for th" effect It will have upon the minds of practical people because
deals not with theoretical assumptions, but with actual tacts, which have
In conclusion the News says:
been demonstrated by practical experience.
"The chief good of the suffrage for man or woman has been Its educational value and the power it gives when tin- path to travel is made clear.
"Manhood suffrage seemed a fine for many years lu Philadelphia, but
the time came when It was of use.
'The added sense of civic dignity and responsibility which comes to
women who have full political rights is of priceless value, and that It Is
appreciated is proven by tin- constantly lessening number who would relln
oulsh the right. Hcpuhl Irs are significant, not because of the perfection they
ser ure. but III the power they give to Individuals to accomplish their wl'l
when they have discovered what they want and how to get It. These thing!
will be round more easily wheti the (lead weight of an ignorant and Indifferent
womanhood has been removed."

&

lor

m

ibouts

BA8TKRM exchange Inquires, "why is it, amid r 11 this talk about
new States that the women suffrage people are not putting forth any
effort to get in on the ground Moor?"
And the same writer then
suggests that all the great leaders have been removed, by death or
old age net ho nSU ones have arisen to take their places. Possibly that is the
corree! answer, but more probably it Is because the leaders do not regard tin'
field as Sufficiently Inviting to warrant any special effort on their part.
On the other h ind "The Outlook" seems to have been Inspired to undertake I ruaseis Sgalnsl the cause of woman suffrage In general, and the prai
Ileal working of the system in the state of Colorado In particular. But thus
far the suffrage people hi Colorado have had no difficulty In holding their
own SgalnM the assaults of this doughty knight of the Outlook. The Denver
News, of Monday morning, pays its respects to the publication named, and to
a correspondent who writes from Pueblo, In that slate. The News carefully
reviews all the arguments of the
and shows from the recoid
that the experience of the slate of Colorado most completely answers and
refutes the same.
The editorial of the News, taken all in all, is one of the best "campaign

Wholualt

Plx-ron-

News.

I

Cor. Coal nnd 2nd St.
Colo. 'Phone, Red 177

Wholesale Grocer

11

mm.

L. B.

e,

Willing to lei the spring delay Its coming,
will be early enough for warm weather
and two

Women

J. D. EMMONS

,

m

three things neci asary for the
eenbs ks." And, shall we ubi.

ley

d

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

Fix-roo- m

IF Santo Domingo wants to replenish its revenues let
hire a competent
librettist ami composer and put its revolution on th " comic opera stage.

a

C(JY:tfnr.

Hi-yar-

5-

FRI'IT growers are perfectly

OhlCSgO

last

sure

4-

-

six weeks from now
months would be better.

Ü.

Liquor

tn

THE Chicago Tribune says all that was kin wn as to tin what
President Castro and Mr. Rockefeller at li
counts w is that
Somewhere
the interior.

SÜ.-0-

lengths,

np
0t"
lengths,
nd tap
$14
Remnants In velvet, brussels,
and Ingrain; lerge enough for
40o
small rooms, upwards from

MELIIMAKIN

TTZEN8 of Albuquerque should famillarl.c thfmscliiM with the terttUl
of the scavenger ordinance, lately passed by the ity eonncil, and
non in effect, bacanas it is not only a matter of Importance to
iw t dim tiy concerns the private Interests of every house

A
MAMAOHUHBTTfl minister s.ys
necees of
church are "grace grit an
the greatest of these is ifreei.ba ks?

4-

Body Brussels,
bound
Wilton Velvet,
bound

m

I MM.

K.

4SS.

k

NEW MEXICO
MORNING,

NEW

and Stvmples, Bound
like Rugs.

Is it for you?

$5.00

ALBUQUERQUE

REALTELEPHONE

Of Carpet Re mi a.nts

5-

American IVArspopCf Directory.

.

Someone

COLUMN

8, 1906.

Special Sale

A Bargain for

TO LOAN O.N GOOD HEAL
"Spring chickens are up," say the MONEY
ESTATE SECURITY AT LOW
FIVE-ROOquotations.
market
RATES OF INTEREST.
That doesn't
M IDERN
FOR RENT.
make any difference for a man with a
Mouse, on
long arm.
House. S. Fifth St.. tgü.OO.
5 --room House, S. Fifth st.. Í2.r.00.
SOUTH FIFTH
House. North Arno 1 12.00. '
rney are about to put the lid on
BTREBUi
House. North Hroadwav, i&
CLOSE IN
down in Hreseott that is they are agiHouse. South HroadWav. $12.
tating tin- question of a. roof for the - room House. North Arno St.. J12.00.
- room
House.
Broadwav,
North
city reservoir.
IIOO.
SALE.
FOR
unt Bonl Is expected to choose
House, with business room
foils to fight his duel with the colot 50x100 feet. South Thirl street
respondent. It will probably be a case
11.100.06.
House with lots "0xH2 feci.
of "foiled again."
011 a corner near In.
Price, $2,000.
The spectacle of Mrs. Castle Chnd-wichouse, two blocks from post-- 1
long
It
won't
office, with two lots. House wel'
at the prison washboard is apt to
prove a discourager to other would-l- e
furnished. This property Is In one'
frenzied women financiers.
of the best locations in this city,
and is for sals at $5,600.
From the way he was dumped
house, North Fourth street.
PORTERFIELD CO.
overboard, Zion evidently concluded
with 3 lots 75 x!12 feet, near in.!
that Instead of being an Elijah, Howie
Price, $3,6C0.
was Just a plain Jonah.
IxiLs on North Fourth street.
110 west Gold Avciae.
House and lot on South Walter street,
Four thousand seven hundred inbrick, 5 rooms,
vitations have been Issued to the Brick house and lot on West Coal
Willie
Bonos STSddlng,
ave.; 5 rooms,
Horrors!
$2. C00.
WIiii if they should all come!
Rrlck house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
North Second street,
The meat men have offered a reprice, $2.650.
ward for the return of Michael Donhouse, lot 30x143, stable, etc.:,
nelly,
president
of the butchers'
WHOLESALE
$950.
anion. Better let well enough alone.
brief house, nearly new, modCigar Dealer
ern improvements, at $3,150, on
North 4 th street.
Exclusive Agent for
There's another warning. While a
house, Coal avenue, $2.700.
Yellowstone and O. F. C. IV hlskle
foolish San Francisco man was taking
Moet & CI minion White Seal Cham-pasmhouse, lot 75x132 feet, In Highbath, a burglar entered his room
St.. Louis A. K. C. Itohenilnn
lands; good location; $1,150.
and stole all his ten years' savings.
end Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled
brick house. Tijeras avenue;
Beers,
and Owners anil Distributor
modern, fine location; $3,300.
Those public men who have deof the Al . arado Club Whiskey.
- room house, furnlshe-igood leca- Write for our Illustrated Cstalsru'
clared that W. J. Bryan Is the father
Hon, $1150.00.
of railroad rale making, have caused - room brick nouse, corner Marquette' nd PHee List
Automatic Telephone, its.
ven President Roossven to view the
street;) Salesrooms.
avenue, and North
6th
11 J South First Street.
movement with suspicion,
$3,200.
ALBUOÜEROUE - - NEW MEXICO
frame In c:ie f the bes
locations on Broadway at s barThe Paris doctors have announced
gain:
modern
Hint Andrew Hamilton is afflicted with
Fins .dne-roohouse: modern. South
in rve trouble.
The well known inBroadwav; $4.000.
surance man never showed any signs
house,
South Edltr.
street; fine location; 11,900.
i.f it before he left America.
Established 1S78
house on North Second street.
a senator has declared that the
In good repair; $1,550
president's position on railway rate Three hundred nnd twenty acre ranch
FEED, FLOUR AND GRAIN
regulation is an Insult to the lawhay air ufa. graf.ed fruit frees
go id buildings, etc.
makers. .Next thingg you know tin Seven-rooMitchell Wagons
frame, thrc; lots N. Third Agent
railroad! will get insulted.
at. $2.700.
N. M.
ALBUQUERQUE,
brick house, S. Third st
Poor defenseless mere man Is rap
$3.000: reasonable
CHANCES.
idly going to the wall.
Things are
ranches near the city for ssl- ly approximating
S. Hopping
the limit when Oood
prices.
at
reasonable
the W. C. T. U, of rjalesbUrg, Illinois., I'lre Insurance, Houses for Rein.
Prop
starts a movement to have Smoking Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, und
WorKs
for
of
taken
nmncrtr
entire
Novelty
chante
R
ears abolished.
resident'- - and
A
Large
.Inst
Received
The Rsv. Ford Fischer, of Quincy.
H DUINHAR
CO
Shipment of Bicycles
Illinois, h is adopted characteristic Oaf Corner Gold Avenue and Third Street.
Including
western religious methods.
lie has
CLEVELANDS
COLUMBIAS
been gunning for converts with a big;
CRESCENTS
RAMBLERS
revolver and exalting his spirit with
WESTER FIELD
TRIBUNES
highballs. And the short Sighted poAND STAR ME II BICYCLES
lice have tun him In as a lunatic.
BTRE INSURANCE
OS
REAL ESTATE
Before Buying Come in and Look Over
All Men Ire Not Liars.
Our Stock
LOANS
Republican.
Phoenix
451
Autsmatlc
Ph'ine
re-Miss Ida Tarbell, who seems to
,121 SOUTH
second STREET
gard her special mission to be plac- - IIOOM 10. N. T ARMI.IO BITLDINC
lug thorns in the sides of the mana-- ;
gers of the standard 011 company, has
&
We are the Leading Druggists
departed from her chief occupation
long enough to announce that tying
of Ihe Southwest
is the national vice of America.
It Is
Dealers in Real
evident that Miss Tarbell places ten
much stress on the fact that one of the
123 South Third Street
And carry the lurRcst stock
junior constituents of the great oil
company took up this question of ly- of Drugs, Chemicals, Toilet Arlog. at a recent meeting of his Blbla
ticles and Fancy Goods between
class, and treated it at some length. WE HAVE FOR SALE
It is possible, and Indeed, more than
Denver and Los Angeles.
probable that Miss Tarbell has become pessimistic in her
few sni:iii
les, ranging from
campaign. Statements have np-- I
acres
to
ten
each; nil under
three
e ireil
seme of be magazines, over
ditch nnd under high state of cnltl
A SPECIALTY
PRESCRIPTIONS
the signatura of Miss Tarbell, cons
rattan
reining the objects of her enmity,
which have not been verified, although Also, di slrabte lots in the dilicrent Mil- pains have been taken to contradict
ditioie to the city.
them.
Under these circumstances
Lowney's, Guntlier's and White have several small cottage, well
Miss Tarhell's wholesale denunciation
in. for sale on reasonable terms.
of Americans as a race of filslllers
man's Candies Always Fresh
must he taken at a liberal discount.
The average American is not a liar,
and should not 'he measured by tho Colo. Photift.
B'ack 144
mure or less accurate standard which
MiSS Tarbell sees piopcr to use in her
J. H. O'Rielly Company
controversy with the idl people.
It
was tin- Psalarist David who declared
Druggists, Barnett Building
that all nu n wi re liars, but he later
modified it by toying that he said it In
Free Delivery to any part of
his anger. Possibly Miss Tarbell was
the city.
Slightly Irritated.
Boarding Horses a BrjcdaltT.
Saddle Morse-.- .
Ill W. Silver Avenue. Alhutiucrtiuc.

the

TERMS Of Sl'RSCRIPTION.
Dally by mall, one year In advance
Díiíly. by rairier. one month
Dally, by mall, one month

lawson has

admitted,
since:
the latest financial revelations,
that
even he didn't know the worst.

"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation rating than Is accorded
to any other paper in Albuquerque or any other dally In New Mexico." The
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Cheap Rate to
California

Walking Skirts
LADIES ARE INVITED
TO CALI. AND GET
PRICES AND BJCAWN1

eallfornl.ins raise gold they don': mine much now. An easier way
has been found than that I It Is now obtained by fnrmlng. The alchemy of nature converts the oranges, lemons, olives, grapes, wheat,
alfil lia and other products of the soil Into good clothes, comfortable
n slili no s. and assuring hank accounts
'TIs being don every day In
California. Wouldn't it pay you to Inquire Into this? Hetter yet,
why not go there?

THE NEWEST SPRINO

Only $25

Madam Gross

Prom llaiiii( iiuc to almost all points In California and to gsms)
places In Arizona. Lllicnil stnp-nve- r
privileges. On sale dally. Feb
ruary 1.1 to April 7.
Tourist sleepers dally uli fast trains.
II irvrj in ..if.
Koi particulars, apply to

E. PURDY, Agent.

The Atchison Topeka

&

Santa Fc Railroad

Company.

STYLE'S

Jl'ST

REOBfVBD PROM
NEW YORK AND PARIS.

LUMPS TAILOR

Room

---

.

mi

HteM Block,
l

a n. I

Corle Third

Railroad Ave.

THE WORLD ISFULLOF ODD ANDCURIOUS

people, so there may still be those who have
not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.

Thursday, February 8, 1006

HARMONY SEEMS
KEYNOTE OF NEXT

MJLECTI

fying majority. His record has been
of the very highest order and there Is
not likely to be any objection from
any quarter should he be the candidate of the proposed fusion ticket as
now seems probable.
Counciliiien Talked Of.
The arrangement of the candidate!!
for the city council In the event of the
fusion plan is a matter that has not
yet reached any definite stage.. There
will be five councilmen to be elected
this spring, owing to the retirement of
Mr. Hrockmeler sometime ago, and
who has left the city. Mr. Brock-melwas the long term member from
the First ward, and Mr. A. E. Walker
was appointed to the vacancy. Under
the law It Is held that both places
will become vacant at the first regular election, both Mr. Hanley and Mr.
Walker going out. The record made
by both of these gentlemen in the
council has been unusual. Mr. Hanley throughout his term has been an
exceptionally hard worker and has
given a very large part of his time to
city affairs. He is exipected to be a
candidate for
Mr. Walk
er, who is chairman of the sewer
committee, Is Just now engaged In a
work of greatest Importance to the
city In making plans for extensions of
the sewer system. It will be impossible for him to complete his work
the election and strong pressure
is being brought to bear to keep him
In the council.
It Is understood that
Mr. Walker would be willing to remain In ihe council in the event of a
ticket and a
election.
In the Second ward. Alderman
holds over. Mr. Isherwood is
a democrat by faith and a hard workIffr!
er by habit and Inclination.
I.earnard, the short term member, will
it Is understood, be a candidate for
Thus far no other candidates have come forward for the
place.
In the Third ward Mr. Wilkerson Is
the holdover member, Mr. Gillenwater
going out. It Is not known whether
or not Mr. Olllenwater cares to retain
his place in the council, and in the
event that he is not a candidate, considerable doubt seems to exist as to
who will come forward
from that
ward.
In the Fourth ward Dr. Oenrge W.
Harriton is the member who holds
over. Alderman Louis Ilfeld, who Is
the short term member, it is understood, does not desire a
Mr. Ilfeld has made a good record and
has had much to 'do with shaping the
city's financial policy and in keeping
down expenses.
He expects now.
however, to go to Europe In the early
summer
for an extended
visit.
Prienda of Dr. James H. Wroth are
urging him for the council from the
Fourth ward.
He has been
mentioned quietly for some time pas,
by men in both parties as the candi
dale for the council on the propnsel
fusion ticket, and if is the impression!
of his friends that he would accept
such a nomination. Expressions from
a great many people in the Fourth
ward in the past few days indicate
that there would be practically no opposition to Dr. Wroth as a successor
to Mr. Ilfeld.
Hot only In the Fourth ward, but
throughout the city the spirit of
seems to be gaining ground
rapidly as the time for the election
draws near, and while no formnl action looking toward a fusion, or citizens' ticket has been taken by either
party, or committee, yet the tendency
on both sides Is to that end.
Thaf
this movement is encouraged by the
very general expressions of approval
of the city administration is plain, and
it Is likely to grow si l onger as the
time for action draws near.

MUCH

MARRIED

Spirit
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Strong
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in Both Parties.
FUSION
TO

TICKET

NOW LOOKS

BE PROBABLE

Total Absence

of

OUTCOME

Partisanship and

Approval of Present Administration
Point to Its Continuance.

be-fc- re

From every present indication, th-- :
absence of party politics seems pretty
sure lo be the most striking fcatute
of the comlnff city election in Albuquerque in April. To a great majority of the people It is likely also to
be the most gratifying feature of that
event and the absence of the partisan spirit, now very evident. Is not
likely to be regretted by citizens generally.
For the past few years not only In
Albuquerque but throughout the coun-trless and less attention has been
paid to partisanship In the "lection of
municipal officers, the good of the
city seeming to be coming more and
more to be the main object In the
nomination and election of municipal
officers.
The voters of Albuquerque
have always displayed striking independence in the matter of electing
city officers and this independence has
been growing from election to election!
until for the past two or three mu-- l
nlclpal contests there has been a
market! absence of the clinging tO
party lines and candidates that Waa
once the rule.
This year, if present indications can
he taken as a basis, there Is very like- ly to be a total elimination of partv
lines, the two parties uniting on a
citizens' ticket, composed of men from,
both parties, and satisfactory not only
to the democrats and republicans
alike, but to citizens generally.
At present there is such a strong
trend in the direction of a fusion
ticket of this kind, that the matter
Is considered practically
settled fli
most well informed quarters.
With
the men who are proposed for this
ticket, or who are being prominently
talked of for places on it, there seems!
no doubt that the plan will prow
highly satisfactory to the people; not
only in the elimination of a partisan
election, but In the securing of the
highest grade of city officers, a mark
ed benefit to Albuquerque.
It Is apparent, moreover, should the
fusion plan prevail, as now seems very
probable that there will be few
changes in the present formation of
The record
the city government.
McKee, und
made by Mavnr Frank
hll undoubted popularity among men
of both parties and In all walks,
makes him a logical candidate for reTHE POWER OF STEAM.
election, and should he take a placen a partisan ticket, his election is
Many
May See Rut It Takes Ocnlu-l- o
conceded. Friends of the mayor sav
ReaMae,
that while he has no taste for parWhen .lames Watt saw the steam
partisan election, he
ticipation in
would not hesltite to accept the head causing the kettle lid to Jump up and
of such a fusion ticket as is proposed. down he said "There must be power
That he Is the one man OB whom the In that steam, that It can lift such a
leaders of both parties and citizen? weight."
There was.
generally could agree for the mayorMillions prior to him had seen the
alty, is the general Impression and the
many friends of the fusion movement same phenomenon and regarded it as
unexplained mystery.
lire taking It for granted that he wlli an Ilecent
scientific research has put
head the ticket.
Men of Both I'nrtlcs Approve Plan its finger on the "cause" of Dandruff,
"I can see no need for a partisan Falling Hair and Consequent Baldness,
election in Albuquerque this spring," and has unearthed a tiny germ which
said a member of the republican city ats the life from the roots of human
committee yesterday, who In the pnsf hair.
Newbro's Herplclde destroys till"
has taken an active part la city poli"So far as the republican or- gei m and consequently restores the
ties.
ganization In the city Is concerned. bair to its natural state.
Sold by leading druggists.
Send
I do not believe there will be any objection to the fusion plan, which I 10c. In stumps for sample to The Herhave heard discussed In many quar- plclde &Co., Detroit. Mich. H. H
Co., special agents.
ters. I do not believe that there Wtll Itriggs
of
be any opposition to the
A TRAIN BOOK COVEK.
Mayor McKee from either party and
Is iust what vou need. Mr. Conreasonly
is,
It
the
as
ductor,
feeling
to protect your train book.
with the
of the best Russia leather, lined
onable plan seems to be to get togeth- Made
with cloth, verv durable.
Better sret
er. The present city administration one. You have no
Idea how pleasant
as such an If is lo have a book that Is not
Is as nearly
and worn on the edges. Made by
administration should be, the offices.
11. s. i i i ik.ow & co..
being held about evenly by men or
With the Journal.
opposite tollticr.l faith. It has been
Once more the Casino will contriand
a satisfactory administration,
bute to the amusement of an Albubelieve that citizens generally would querque
audience In a Basket Mall
be glad to see It continued and to game "etween the bins of the Unipartisanof
versity
("lean
and the High School.
continue the elimination
ship from city affairs. Albuquerque snappy basket ball Is promised.
The greatest
Is growing very fast.
need Just now Is not for politics, but
for a strictly business administration.
That Is what Mayor McKee and the
present council have given us. and
that Is what we want for the next
two years. It seems to me, and to others of the republican committee with
whom I have talked, that It should be
an eay matter to arrange a ticket fol
the coming election which will be satisfactory throughout."
Democrats Also I'nvor Phut.
Prominent democrats who have
take an active part In city politics
heretofore are also openly In favor of
the fusion plan. Uke many republicans who have Interested themselves
In the matter, they are satisfied with
the present formation of the city administration and its record and would
be glad to see It continued.
"It Is the logical and the right and
sensible thing to do," said a democrat
yesterday, who has taken an aetlvs
pint In city politics In the iwst. "The
thing has been done before In Albuquerque to the entire satisfaction of
the people and to both parties and 1
hope It an be done again. I can see
no reason why the plan should not'
succeed."
From both democrats and republisentiment is to
can this
be heard, almost without exception,
no that there Is every ground for the
belief that the fusion will be carried
out .
119
Thus far there Is no one mentioned
for the office of ctty rlerk save Harry
MrL'' was endorsed by
F.
loth parlies In the last city election
and hi election wua by a very grati
fus-lo-

non-partis-

dog-eare- d
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TELLS

2.

HER

John Mler. aims .iaus. ufter a preliminary hearing yesterday before
United States Commissioner Whiting
was held to the grand Jury In the
sum of $500 bond for violation of the
Edmunds act. Rose Well, the woman
for whom Mler Is alleged to have
abandoned his lawful wife, Mary Mler.
was bound over in $r00 bond for fornication, the charge of adultery being
withdrawn. Both gave bond and were
released.
The court room of the commissioner in the Qrant building was crowded
at the trial yesterday Which took place
about 2:30 o'clock.
It is hard to see how
Mler can
make out any kind of a case in his
own defense. Apparently the evidence makes it a clear case oft Wife desertion.
The testimony yesterday
showed that wife No. 2, Rose Weil,
had never heard of any divorce which
Mler ever received from Mrs. Mary
Mier.
If Mier proves he married
ROM Weil, it will only nn an that he
must go hack to Cincinnati, where he
lived with his former wife, to fai
charge of bigamy.
The deserted wife from Cincinnati
swore on the stand yesterday that she
was married to Mier in Newport, Kentucky, March tí, 898. and that she
afterwards lived with her parents In
Cincinnati. Mler occasionally came to
see her, but never lived with her. Sim
testified that Mler afterward went to
live with the aunt of Rose Well and
that the latter was frequently with
Mler afterward. In August three yea is
ago according to the evidence of wife
No 1, Mler left Cincinnati with Bos
Weil and came to AlbuqiP i que. living
here with the woman as man and
1

wife.

Neighbors and others testified that
Maus or Mier had been living In this
city with Rose Well as man and wife.
The marriage license of Mier and
Mrs. Mary Mler was adduced as evidence and It was found that the document had been badly mutilated, the
date being cut out and other alterations made,
Mrs. Mier. who was accompanied to
the court room yesterday by her two
small children says she will remain
and prosecute Mler to the finish. The
case against the man looks rather
black from all that can be learned.
The next grand Jury meets the first
Monday In March.
Attorney Medler for Ihe prosecution
wanted the ball of Mler raised, on the
ground that he had left the city anil
gone to Islela while under bond. Attorney! Rickey and Moore for the defendant! objected on the ground that
Mier had done nothing to violate the
provisions of the bond
The IgttOl
was allowed to stand at i'iOO by th
court.
Mler followed the proceedings will"
close Interest, but did ivt appear particularly effected by the testimony of
the deserted wife. He left the court
room In company with Rose Weil.
ELKS TO ENTERTAIN.
Plans

ow

Taking

Perm

Hail on pebruary

If

iih.

Albuquerque lodge No, 4ti of th"
Klks. is just now miking plans for a
very elaborate mask ball lo he given
on the night of Monday,
February
tilth, in Klks' hall room. The affair
Is to be for Klks only, and of course
for the lady friends of the Klks. and
is lo he one of the very swelb t functions the season has seen. The committee In charge of arrangements follows: m, k. Hlclter, Hoy McDonald,
Leon Hertzog. Ralph Dtl fiber, J. W.
Vertices, Qui Thelin. Charles White,
George H. Tilomas and Sun I'lekard
--

tv

HQ

lulling Plle.

O. W.
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We have just received our first shipment
of the now
Spring muí Summer Hells for Women. This collection is
aie that every aroman will In- - Interested In. for there Is n
great many ibcw style., Tbey are priced from

A

STRONG'S SOXS

Furniture, Rugs, Crockery, Glassware
Corner Second Street and Copper Avenue

Automatic Phone 599.

Colorado Phone

57

MURPHY & PATTERSON
Livery and Boarding Stables
tll-St-

West Silver Avenue.

S

Albuquerque, New Mexico

This poem w as received by on.' of
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills agents
I
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STORAGE!
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Though Jacob for his wives did work
He shinned his sheep to Albuquerqui
Some iheeo was pure and white as
snow.
were just gray, you
While others

.

THE

SECURITY

WAREHOUSE

Vill

Hut those were times so lone ago.
Thai' out of date iust now. you know:
There ver,' no llrouorks hor baseball.
Just HrlvCN and hnbles arUS bout all.
No Dlanoa tlnai were
lo iday.
Yet Jacob's sheifrJ went all astray
WHOLESALE
As
hive an Id be bad to work.
And sent his sheea to Albuquerque,
MERCHANTS
No front lawns then must be mowed.
Nor kiti hen gardens to be hoed;
Wool. Hides
PelM
No i
Team rreeaers to be (urned,
Nor crocks of cream that must be
a Specially
e h urned.
ALBUQUERQUE
LAS VEGAS
Hut landing sheen the live long day,
Ringed, streaked and striped, and the
Cray,
Been of his wives were in a stew.
'Till they h.nl tuolve sons, yet it was

Gross,Kelly&Co

I

our dear old Hrighain had.
To three thousand children he was
lad:

In Salt Lake's sllverv foam and spray.
old Hrighain's children romp and
nlay.

Poor .la, oh's life was dull, no doubt.
Till be served Ills weary time all out,
No brass bands man bed down that
way.
Nor street parades were seen that daw
Dear Tommie Please accept this
poem as It is my verv latest an I
hop,, that vou will be
best effort.
pleased, and
am sure that
am
pleased with the Blankets, Drew and
all the beautiful
irifts we received
from vou and dear Emma.
a in. as ever.
Your "CAR Hl'NCLK."
Good bye, Love m all, from your
Mother s. K. Headley.
it

Your Friends
Back East

Mid-Wint- er

Wash Fabrics
glance through our Novelties received so far in the lino
of Wash I'ahrli - will readily gie you an Idea what this
-lore Intend- - to -- how tin- Our -- M'clal attention
ami buying fact 11 tic have been given to msobn tin- boat
and choiric-- l lines Off While and Colored Waatl Futirle-- .
Ity -- peeiai arrangement we have arranged to how n great
a-on.

-

--

portion of the famous

- you well know these are the greatest of all wash fabric
novelties,
Every piece or pattern is in a class by itself
and has no equal. In addition we will show
BATES' SEERSUCKER GINGHAMS
ANDERSON'S IMPORTED GINGHAMS
roll. 1.1. DC WORD GINGHAMS
V P. C. GINGHAMS
MANCHESTER BJEA island PERCALES
AND MANY OTHER WELL KNOWN HIGH

ti-AS-

GOODS

ni

Might decide to
settle along
the

L
In this Hue this store
VOry unique and i lecrlv made.
always baa been called headquarters for popular-price- d
Baga, TlUa season Bada u- - all the better prepared to soi-lal- n
thai reputation fur our line is all that could be naked,
C
in and lei OS -- how you the different kind- -, priced at
Are

1

I

ADVANCE SHOWING OF

wash

I

I

We to $2.00

COMPANY

A. E. WALKER

TO what

Here is where every woman Is easily Interacted) simply because Hiere is no other article that add- - so inucli to a
woman''- - every day costume pa a piece of dainty Neckwear.
The crowning feature of our Showing for this season is the
I very
many new crea I Ion- - in washable goods.
one Is a
beaaty, We're showing Turnovers of all -- oris, Turnover
Collar anil Cuff Sel- -, Chemisettes, new anil nobby Stock
Collars., etc.. etc., ami they are priced from

STORAGE!

safely keep your PIANO. FTJRN-TITRTRUNKS, VEHICLES, MERund ens
Some sheen was hi uk and verv bad, CHANDISE, MACHINERY
every
article, large or small, for any length
And
little lamb they had,
me very finest little (bar
time,
of
in their new and
Was colored like in v new dress here.
torege warehouse,
at reasonable
.Money
Loaned on goods stored.
ales.
Some sheen that strayed out in til"
rain
OFFICES: GH INT BLOCK
"I'nele Joliney" found them all again:
They sorely wen. the ninety and nine.
lioill PHONES
For ill are fresh wool ami mi line.
His iheeo that strayed out ill the cold
Marched to MexkjQ in one great fold:
Ringed, streaked ami striped and tin
'
gla v.
Were eaiiuht at AtliuiHicnnte one day.
FIRE INSURANCE
Secretary
Mutual Itiillding Association
Xow Jacob was
aranl young man.
So be had to do the best he can;
Office in J. c. Hahiritige's Lamber
He had to work to earn his bread,
served fourteen vears for wives 'tis Yard.
Automatic 'Phone SM,
said.

'

know.

GROCERIES! GROCERIES! GRO- GRAND MASK BALL AT coi.omho
THE FINEST I.IN'E OF
CERIES!
GROCERIES IN THE CITY AT F. G. HALL PEBRI A It Y 1. WATCH FOR
II
PRATT At CO.'S. 211 S. SECO.NI ST. FURTHER PARTICULARS.

Great

sun-bat-

CLEANING HAIR
IS A DIRTY JOB.

you are acquainted with anyone
who is trouble with this distressing
The Hoys' Baakel Ball game Friday
ailment, you can do him no greater night
is unusually Interesting because
favor than to tell him to try Chamber- lit Is the lust Interscholnatle frame
of
It gives instant relief. the season.
lain's Salve.
The plucky High School
vs.
bovs
Ihe 1'nlversllv are to play the
This salve also cures sore nipples, tet- game.
lean, snapiiv work Is
ter and salt rheum. Price 25 cents. promised.GoodGame
called at !:15 in
For sale by all druggists.
the Casino.

if

f

2L Third

For This Week We Wish
to Call Your Attention
to Some New Arrivals

Nothing but an occa
is needed
sional
to keep an Ostermoor Mat
tress thoroughly renovated, it
can't possibly get dirty inside.
And if the tick gets soiled soap
and water and a brush cleans it.
Why sleep on a mattress filled with
dead animal hair? The very fact that it
needs picking to pieces to clean it of
dirt (and the germs stick !) should be
enough to sicken one against it, for

few.

Mask

A.

"just-as-good-

GRIEVOUS TALE OF WRONGS

.

an

7

The Ostermoor is built (not stuffed)
of elastic, fibrous Ostermoor sheets
germ proof and vermin proof.
We know there is no mattress on
"
earth
as the Ostermoor, and we are exclusive agents
for your protection against worth
less substitutes.
Come to us
for the genuine Ostermoor
a masterpiece of comfort
Order one.
--

Bound

oj Quality- -

The Store

er

Get-Togeth-

PAGE FIVE.

If they knew more about your
neighbor!) I,
Send us a list of their names
find address, s. We will mall to
them our descriptive land literwhy not work together
ature
in this matter. It only costs you
a postal card.
Addresi,

General Colonisation Igent
A. T, A S. P, R

Railway Exchange,

.

Chicago

1

'B.IlfettMSLCo

Clearance Sale

is in progress. We are clearing our counters of aJl short lines in Clothing, Furnishings
and Shoes. Don't delay but caJl att once.

Men's Suits reduced to $10.50,
$15.50 and $14.75 worth from
$12.50 to $20.00.
West Gold Ave.

-

This Label Stands for 5 1 Years
of Knowing How

Shoes, Shoes, Shoes. We have
placed on sale all odd pairs of
$2.25
men's shoes &.t only
Worth from $3.00 to $4.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

pir

122 So.

Second St.

i
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

store of reliability

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IJÍ ADVANCE

WANTED.

VTKh
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W
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Coal av.
WA N T E D

RAILWAY FARE

Knowing that the lad es of Albuquerque appreciate good goods at low
prices, for the week ending February Í0, THE GLOBE STORE is
offering some exceptionally good things in

AS"LD

Better Dressed Than Kansas

ALL HUAUb

IU ó

litlNIb

A

IVIILt

City Social Leaders.
pie of New M
the railroads are a rood deal
interested in the hill recently intro-diliTHINKS HARVEY SYSTEM
in congress by Mr. Powers, to
tig ihe maximum limit
f fare thai
IS THE BEST ON EARTH may he i barged passengers on New
Mi xh o railroads.
The text of the bill
follows:
A bill to regulate
Whatever th. y Hi .light of him
the fare for
thought of him transportation of persons on rallroaids
fore. If lnd
the territories of Arizona and New
nt all. the hull s of Alouqu 'i cjiic aré in
Mexico,
very llk' ly lo think mighty well or
He Ii cisBC tad by the senile and
William Allm White for the tiK
of
house
representatives
of the
w
thing lh" well known magazine tit- United S! (tea of Amerh a In congress)
er han been saying about them in h Is assemble I. that no railroad company,
' ; ir,ette.
newspaper, tie(! corporation, copartnership, or individcourse everything he sn Is true, hut ual operating a line or lines of rallIt
likely in tnnke us feel good
roa d for the transportation of pa.xsci have ven lust ihe fuct t i! ah. nit uí gers in, through, or serosa the terrl- s t of
nut here, In any newspaper
Plea
of Arizona and New Mexico
I hf
lt(H kl"s.
shall demand or receive for the transWhite ha been writing lettera to portation of passengers a higher rate
hla newspaper sime he canto t' the of fare than three cents pee mile for
I.-r,i" pin ..I one writ-ICsouthwest.
each mile or fraction thereof it may
from Albuquerque ami published transport such passenger, and any
III hi paper of last Mond r
passenger shan be entitled to have
This letter Is wi ll ten at Albuquer-que- . transported with him baggige not to
une would any If the weft ant' exc i one hundred ami fifty poundi
anywhere, it would be In Albuquerqit. free of charge: Provided, that no railfine no longer experts to find the road company shall be compelled to
frontier In California, where a civil- sell any ticket for lesn than ten rents
isation in a way peculiar to Itself h.H however t huri the distan, e to he ridsprung up, but In the desert land den over.
years
of Ihe southwest, where a
ago the had m in and the sc n anon
TO
ruled the country, one would sxppcl TELEPHONE
PENETRATE
to find the real west
lie frontier.
A few minute
tin. writer In n oi
s.t in the dining room of the Alvai Ida
REMOTEST WILDS OF
hotel with three people who hove
y oik.
lived fin twenty years In
A luncheon given by soma aroman
o
Albuquerque
as Ruing on,
Tita f
were about one hundred guests. Th'
(able was set at one end of the beau-llfu- l
dx puty
Waiter Gregory,
illnlng room, and there was mu-al- States marshal, w ho has Just n United
turned
and a most gorgeous luncheon
from a trip Into the northern part of
looked as no one In this part of tin- territory, brings Ihe news of the
Amerl a outside of
H 11 v y
hoii
probable construction In
near futan look, and the occasion Viewed ture of a telephone linethewhich
win
from a ape tutor's view point m d
ll
In
with the outdelightful picture. The gowns of iho side worldcommunication
what Is now the m. st
women wi re betti r than
hi
rei
pari
of the territory. Tin- Hit
y
seen in Emporia or Kansas CMy,
trlcl Is in that pari of NuvaJ county
possible social reflnemenl u ... vl
by the white range of
lbe. Tlie women here all seem t I traveraed
mountains, says the Phoenix Republiwear their summer clothes,
(ha
ir
light colors of the gowm ml htts can.
to Mr, Or garf, th" prowas marked: there were l m four jectAccording
Is In the hands of Fred Nl lion, a
dark hats or dresses In the hundred, former
territorial official and a promt'
ami the millinery looked like i:
Sunday. Th" music was good, and th nent banker of Botbrook, and nn si f
the stock in the new company has alwhole occasion made the N w i'
been subscribed for. The towns
eyes hung with admiration. The! ready
Which will be ,.ut on the line al fltsd
were willing to admit thai th west
win pe Holbrooki Hnowflake, Concho,
la no longer a gengr ph
lo. .ii'i.n.
a
but
temerument. The old weal has exchanges and St. Johns, with local
in each city.
vanished from the face of the earl
I
Mail Robber Bo
Over
The Alvorado hotel at Alhuqui eqii
While In
north irfl pari of the
la a Fred Harvey place, and is
the hest rallros 1 hotel ii territory, Mr. Clregory arrested L. B
the world. The New Vork rs wh Curdm r on a charge of robbing lh"
I'nlt.
State mall. The alleged crime
have been over Bur o pi
i. so, an
a ii committed in November of 1804,
they ought to know.
Phey iy thai
no place else in this ountiy Is there and :n the time Gardner was carrying
any system of hop Is ;hal forms (he the mail between Concho and
The sums claimed by the debasis for even a compai bum with tic
Harvey system. It is unique In lh partment to have been titulen were
draft for 8106 and 880.89 drawn on
American hotel bu Inesa. Th
hoi
the National Bank of Commerce of
lb filled with people goli , utd om
New York city and payable to a Navaon the tr.inscoiitliient.il jnuin
jo county bank. The smaller of tic
pie are beginning lo get some sen
two drafts Gardner attempted to cash,
about going to the Pai ill eo ist. p
and it was through this attempt thai
merly they thought thai the) had
ihe officers solved the mystery of the
swallow the trip at a gulp,
robbery, lie was taken by Officer
are breaking It. We m ipp
'or in. Gregory
to Holbrook ami by the Unitatanco at Colorado Bp
h Albt
querque, and tomorrow will 'pi ti ed si ttes court commissioner at thai
point was bound over to await the ac'
Acoma, an Indian town.
the
after will go lo the Grand Canyoh, tion ,.f the federal grand Jury! which
Shortly convenes at Presentí.
The
Then we will be within twetitj hott
prlao it was md taken to PréSCntt,
of the coast, and will have spen!
hoW( er. for It was thought that In
two nights on the sleeper, it
fun .and Just as cheap to gel a will be aide to furnish Ihe bond rethe train at night, and put u at a quired of him! lie has not been conHarvey hotel, as It Is to tcir ihrnuj sidered ntlrely bright by the residents
of that Section for s one years past.
the country at a gallop on Mi tt.i
There In mm h to p.- seen ii the hotel
jiolnt. and there Is test and a
HOPES
10 GET
from the train
atmoaphi e.
Tt.
Rauta F Is the only line In Amerl
which can offer its travelers such ii
THAT
POST FROM
for generally when a man
gets to an American country hotel
runs risk of poor food and bad s
vice.
Nothing In this country MM
ao much
reforming a the counl
hotels. It costs as Utile to - rv
s metlme this week General Bald- cook food well as it costs to SarVS '
Will of the United SliKs army will
poorly yet mom of the food serví
1. Parkei
arrl'. a in Trinidad to sil
In nu American
country
hotel
for í'1'Vi ril weeks, s.iy a Tilniii.id paspoiled In cooking.
per. 'Ihe gene, i! Is accustomed to
The only question one hears
out here Is the statehood quel-Ho- making a trip to this pari uf ColoNew Mexico Is for Joint state- rado to fee Mr. Parker about once a
hood aa provided by the pending bill, year and the two usually engage In
a Dt tr hunt.
They will probably not
and Arizona Is against it. And poli
against II. Arizona speaks from u full Overlook their usual CQBtOni this time.
Tiie i .lining of General B Udwin re
heart. The Arizona people are
it Vlvea in a measure the talk of the es- rral nt the i. resident
(bllshment of
one- -i sropany ooi of
Arlsona people abuse him Ilk- - a id. k
but it Is
pocket, and none ,,f them seem to he the army In Trinidad,
dropping dead. This Is surprising to i strengthened by Ihe ropoM thai Gen-anMcCaskey win he here from DenThey say that he brutally
Kansan.
used patronage to buy off members ver early next month for some pulof congress who had pledged them lit póse which is mu yet divulged,
The t ilk has long been that Triniwriting to stand by their side of the
They say that they hive dad would be made a nort of half way
contention.
and
names of men who say that they got station bet wee h the territories
patronage for their votes. This H Denver. One company of Infantry
what the lios busters treat Bailey for. or a single troop or cavalry Is to be
It Is a wonder that they dont stnt Starlonud here, according to the ratrouble for the president.
There Is li rt. bu so far every ciforl has failed
the bet chame in the uotid to start to confirm the story. The army of- n bosa buster movement here In
r. fleers in Denver profess to know Until
sona, and If lliik Mine and ,. W. lug about it and none of th ise whi
Smdlh nnd our beloved governor will have vlsltil Trini lad seem to hoe
Just come down here they will llnd any infot in.itioii on the lUDjMt.
plenty to keep them going It would
iOMMOV COIiDS
be a curious thing to have their, si ut
rc tin'
ease of Mam Serio ns
the sMme kind of a tight on ü
1 iterasen.
that they started on llalley.
Physicians who have gained a national reputation as an
of the
l
(illAM) MsK r.
ni i. mi
cause, or various illseases. l.iim that If
l
II l olt
II M l. I 1.1(1(1
II.
incatching
cold could
avoided a long
i i tits.
it
i I ituii'.K
list of dangerous ailments would in c
Hisket Hall at the Casino Friday be heard of.
Everyone knows that
night at 8:lf v. m. Don't forgn' th u pneumonia and consumption originate
there s u dance afterward. He there.
from a cold, and chronic catarrh.
all throal and lung
International I'ooltrv Food Is guar- - bronchltlann- and
aggravated and rendered
. W. troubles
anteed to make u.ur liens la.
more serious by each fresh ati.uk.
l'FK, 6IÜ-62- 0
Sooth Second st.
Alii;, 1(11 l. IIIIN IJNI7 me- - when mu have a cold.
Chamber- men. artisans,
Professional
Uemea wtll cure II
chanles? What do vou do with vour before .V"'",,dlseasep
,i,.v,
This
professional and trade iournals' You
contains no opium, morphln
surelv do not throw them awav? Let's Iremedy
talk ever this matter of having them- iu- other harmful drug ami has thirty
PSUBQ. mus saving tn vaiuame mat- years of reput.illon back of It. can id
.
....
ter contained In these maenxines.
Dy Its cures under every condltlun. For
all druggists.

tilo

BLACK AND COLORED

on

cl

--

in nnn nn
Milier. "'315 W

ftZrFtJSFg&SF'

rn

i

I

Crepe,
lhadeS, per yard

iiie Cotton

I'll

Inches

Fancy Mohairs In finest quality, choice patterns, 43 inches wide, suitable for best
street wear; these goods are worth $l..riO
per yard; Our price only
$100

Wide.

lOr

Henrietta, assorted shades. K inches

wide;

these goods tu
f good quality, fast dyes
.and line weave; suitable for both Street
ami bouse dresses;
ur pike per yard.. 35

Fine Black Mohair,
goods; per yard

Kv-er-

42

inches

wide;

. .

50

good

50c
i

Inches
per yd. .500

Black Tamlse, silk warp, brilliant, beautiful
In finish, r.s Inches wide: you have paid
Í2. on tor material not so good; Our price
Per

j

ird

81-5-

Black Silk lailienne, imported, 48 inches
wide, elegant In every sense of the word:
Per J trd ONMf
82-1-

I

'1

.

During the week wc will oiler to the Gentlemen several good things in

I

y

Hol-broo- k.

realista!.

IXIA

SO.

BAKEIÍIES.

.

i,- -

PROFESSIONAL.
ATTORNEYS.
W. D. BRYAN

Ii

Office in

"

A

Attorney at Law.
First National bank

Ibaom-rnue-

liedllght Salo,,:,

fi o

M.

V

PHYSICIANS.

Oil

SALE.

DR. R. L. HI'STRoom
N. T. Arimllo Bldg.
6-- 8,

Tuberculosis treated with High FreFOB SALE 16, BOO. 00 of stock In quency
Electrical (,'urrent and GermiRln Grande Woolen .Mills Co.. for cide, rrentments
from 8 a. m. to
11.500.00.
Address X V Z. Morning 4 p.m. Trained given
nurse in attendance.
Journal.
f
Roth phones.
FOR SALE- - ni black saddle pony DR. J. H. WROTH
cheap. Call at 11 S. Arno
Physician and Surgeon.
f'.i
st.
Albuqueruue. N. M.
FoR SALi; .Modern bungaloo; gas
a nil
tights; barn: trees rind DR. J. E. B RONSON
lawn. Inquire C. A. Wright. Alvarado
Homeopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
QUrtq room.
tf
Ropm 17WJiUingBlock.
For 502 Mount,
Good Jersey cows. 150
to 1st.
tin road.
f8 DR. W. G. MHADRÁCH
Practice Limited
FOR SALE Fifty-folot on South
Nose, Throal.
r.roanwav.
Anplv 122 N. Second st, Oculist Eye. Ear.
and
for Santa Fe coast
FOR 8ALE- - furniture 110 Hazle-dlnen- Unes. Offli e Aurlst
813
W. Railroad
fg Honrs 1 to 1 2 a. m., 1.80 to av.
p.
FoR SALE Ai oukUcoihs To" the
DENTLSTS;
etir what spectacles are to the eye. DR. J. E'.' kit A FT '
Forenoons al kinderirarten. Commer-cla- l
h
Surgeon.
Club building. Miss Phjlbrlok, if Rooms ir and to Grant Block, over
the
Golden
Drv
Rule
liming disposed of my 'it atie I'lioiie 272:Goods company.
For SALE
Colorado. 164.
business
now will sell mv residence
at 011 South Broadway at a sacrifice E. J. ALGER. D. D. S.
If taken inside of fifteen days.
Arlmljo
Offices:
block, onposlte
GolLot
.,
IUUxKIT feet, east front, eight rooms. den
Ofllee lioora
m ,..
, ...
nam ami paiiirv. till 111 good irimu, i;:ju p.
m. 1:21 to ft o. m, auui:
11
A ,,,,, a
ta
vil. arc lookine foe o nMMln 11, .1 tnatjc teleijhone 4H'
will make vou some money see me. II made by mall.
I
I',
It
WA.I
set'.
or on premises.
tf DR. L. E. ERVIN
Dentist. ,
FOR SALE Small" stock" of
Auto Phone C91.
at a bargain.
T. L. Mc- - Rooms 20 and 22. Whillng block, over
Snadden, 800 s. Broadway.
Lcarnari jand LI id e in an n.
POR SALI-New ,111,1 second-han- d
pm-'- es
ENGINEERS.
,al Allimiucrque Carriage Co.
"
FOR SALE A good paying hotel I. R. FAR WELL"" "
civil Engineer,
in small town.
T. L. McSntuiden,
300 Riiom 23. N.
Kn(M(na
T.
R
Armllo
roadway.
ouih
POR SALE.
Several sets of Binjrle
ind ilotihle harness. A hariraln If ,,,1 3
P. V SPKYl 'lilt,
V. O. WALL1NGFOHD
A Patterson. 311-Rupbhy
55 0fl?e,
a West Silver avenue.
tf Rooms 40 andArchitects.
Í7. Marnett Julldlng.
FOR SALE Furniture, etc. Ware-houBoth 'Phones.
man, 3 Grant btook,
tr
. LADIES TAILORING.
FoR SALE. Indian trading post.
A M E
LOSS '( F N F W Y () R K
Hood location ami a paving business. MADear
Ladies
am here to spend
T. U. McSpadd en, 3 00S.B roa d way. t f
tin unlimited amount of money toopen
FOR SALE All "lots it, (tronado as line ti custom tailoring establishpine
I. L. Mcnpadden, 300 South ment tis v,,u will find west of New
'
adway.
ill and place your orders beXOrk.
SALE.
Buy a home on easy fore the rush. Satisfaction guaranteed.
For
Railroad Avenue, over Ilfeld's
payments.
have two snaps. T L
noom
1

sale

ot

v.

t

a.

1

1

tin

i.

,

.

mer-ehandi-

I

l!L

architects;

--

;

1

R

1

McSpaddin,

,

These goods are cut to fit; are of the reliable,
e
variety; and,
quality for quality, the best ever offered in the city at the prices named
well-mad-

Men's Trous"rs. part wool, dark stripes, sold

everywhere for

""r i"l"

i

II. SO ami

per

pair;

50

Men's Worsted Trousers, handsome patterns
In both dark ami light shades; nicely cut
and well made; every pair a bargain
;it

83-5-

Men's
Weight,

TrOUSers, light color, heavy
extra good quality, heavy duck
pockets, buttons will not come off, regular 11.5(1 ami $4,00 values; our price
Ail-Wo-

8250
Men's

Trousers, gray with bltn k
snipes, (navy Weight, well made and In
neat patterns, rough or smooth finish:
Uitabls. for most any kind of wear; our
82-5"' i,i,lr

.

I

,

Men's
Trousers, brown, bltn k and
gray tlripes; very handsome In fit anil
finish, pleasing patterns; per pair. ,..
.8100
All-Wo-

All-Wo-

Men's
Trousers. hard
finish,
stripped in very handsome patterns; the
very latest in cut and style; Our price
per pair $.on and
85'00
All-Wo-

While on the subject of Goods for Men's Wear allow us to call attention
to our Furnishings in Shirts. Underwear, Collars,
Neckties and Hosiery

dh-russ-

There Ml money In be made in buying FI'UXISI
i 'S of us.
The goods are right in every particular and
the pri.es the vers lowest that can be made. Our customers will substantiate the statement
that W.
carry nothing but reliable goods and of the stylos ami patterns that meet
the reaui remen ts nt well
dressed inch.

i

S. Itroadw.iy.
tr
OR TRADE. Ranches MRS. W. II. AHSU L
MILLS
from
$'.a,00n
T u Mc8pBd.
,Y'"'mI 'nsl ruction.
den. 300 s. liroadway.
(J Voice Building a Specialty
PO It S A LE o R R A 1) E Two roTpT: , . . 8íudK?I.41í s"ulh With street.
ng houses, t. l.T McSpadden,
741
300 s.
IJriiadwtiy;
I'NOEKTAK Ell's."
mm daub Un TKAOHi Are you
Interested in mines. I have Some said! A. borders
City Undertaker,
to lie good deals. Talk With me. T.
Black or whit" hearse. IR AS C , IT,
L. Mi Spaddeii, 300 s. Broadway.
ti mcrci.il Chili
.1
Siii' .1
I..10..V.......
FOR BALE
h ive some good val- - "1(;; Colorado, red 11.',. Albuiuerque
lies in resilience property. See me he- - New Mexico.
lore you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300 '
"
outh Broadway.
tf1
I
o n
01
hum paper
ao, you.
FOR rt.Vl.l,. iron oTi.- ,
j Ilia i.,.,ui l.,i
sntioou,. aari
.1.
brick house, new with 8 lots, $2,100. person who is eauorlv lookimr for a
Rankin ,t Co, room 10 Armljo bldg. If furnished room or boarding place 'f
'"I: AliK OR TRADE A goofl Is your ad in that part of the paper ?
SehumaWei piano; a bargain.
IF YOU TRADE WITH p. O.
'''S nail den, 300 S. Him i d w a v. T. L.
PRATT A
.. VOL ARE SURE OP
I'OK RENT,
GETTING TIIE FINEST GROCER: ve
a 'tu. o t,,..-,- .,
o
K..1..1.
IES AT REASONABLE PRICES, ai l
bouse, will, bath and laundry, at 2ii7 S. SECOND
STREET.
INorth Fifth st. Maynard Gunsul. tf
POR
RENT
room In
Furnished
new modern house. lJJ3WiPruit uy.
POR RENT Ene loom modera
brick bouse
737 S. Edith st. Inquire
1001 S. Waller st.
nI
POR RENT- - Rooms for
light
fteal
and Loans,
housekeeping. a24 W. Railroad
av.
POR
RENT- - Modern
Fire
Insurance.
furnished
room, 21 S. Sei oml st.
fl3
Bonds.
FOR RENT Two furnished front
rooms for light housekeeping.
100 N,
Walter st.
212',-- t South leoond Street.
f8
t O R R E N T Nicely furnished
Automatic 'Phone ;28.
rooms, ail modern conveniences,
gifl
POR SAIiE.
IS. Third st.
,
$2,500
brick cottage, bath,
ei hi room furnished
For 213
SlCCtric lights, barn, corner lot, 60s
house.
Atlantic av.
Apply on
1 2 ;
N.
st reet.
Second
lllsi'S.
(if
4 -- room frame cottage, N. 1st
FoR RENT Two rooms"for light $1.150
St.; lot 50x142, trees, sidewalk;
housekeepuiK.
om wesl Coal av. f
$500 cash, balance on time.
R KEN
Store
In Maroom
frame dwellson ic leninle. North Third St.: size $2.600
ing, bath, trees, windmill; 8. Edith
40x.ri, feet
Apply to J. G. Fergcr
street.
secretary,
frame, new, barn,
FOR RENT Furnished room; everv $1,300
shade trees, city water, high locaconvenience. 2ox n. Arno st.
tt
tion.
POR
frame cottage, bath,
RENT Furnished
rooms.: $2,000
modern conveniences, also Mat for
sum r. Arno street.
housekeeping.
$1,100
furnished
complete.
frame cottage, bath,
Mis. I
W. Davis. 414 South Third
.electric lights, close in,
si reet.
n $5,500
4 double houses, close In, InPOR
come $80 per month; a good InvestRENT Rooms for light
housekeeping.
524 S. Second st. Í2S ment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
(OR RENT Furnished rooms hv
he lav. week or month, also rooms Some good business properties for
sale.
lor light housekeeping.
Mrs. Evn $1,600
H laming.
New
113 Wesj Lead ave.
frame cottage,
tf
well built, near shops; easy pay,,lKNT
itiKi,n
Rooms.
222 South
ments.
ITIirht street.
$3.300
brick, suitaFoR RENT. Five-roocottnge
ble for rooming or boarding houss
No. 419 Wesl Fruit avenue.
Modern
on
Highlands.
conveniences. $22.50 .per month.
H. $2,600
H. I1P011. room 19 Grant block.
frame, bath,
tf
lights, trees, shrubbery, lot elcctrlo
76x142,
FOR RENT. Two' modern
new
Fourth ward.
houses. Cull 4 23 West Coal $3,500
frame
cottage,
avenue.
elegant
tf
residence. West Tijeras ave.
wishing' $1,300
POR RENT to persons
frame, near shops.
private rooms
board. The ele-- :
frame cottage; new:
gaol residence with
of Nathan Barth, 422 $1,200
North Sixth street, has been neatly ..',n,KI,ih,h Bt': ea"v ten-$2,00furnish. d ami will start Monday,
modern
miry 22, as a first class private hoard- -'
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electric
ing and rooming house. Large alrV
lights; bam.
reception hall nnd pu'(ir
$3,300
'.""nis. por,
brick cottage; modern
double
hes, large grounds. Phone
well built; large cellar; good barn;
CBl. ''"V
reasonable,
trees and lawn; fine location. West
FOR
RENT.
Nicely
Tijeras road.
furnished
from room, ground floor. 314 KataSisa $2.700
frame dwelling with
avenue,
modern conveniences; well built. 8.
tf
Arno st.
POR RENT Apartments In Park
$2,300
View Terrace, eight roomii each mod
frame cottage; modern conveniences, trees and shrubern equipment throughout. H. H. Tll- bery,
corner
o
50x142,
Inn room 1 Grunt Rlock
tf $1,000
cottage; trees
frame
nnd shrubbery; near shops.
Ihe very m-- of U ansas :ity
ami tniitton al I mil Klclnuort's. Ixft
112 Money to Loan on Good Real Estate
Norlli liiinl slivct.
at Low Rates of Interest.
:;iMl

BALE
Formoo

TROUSERS

i

al

By all means do not forget that we carry THE VERY BEST
SHOES for every member of the family. DIAMOND BRAND
SHOES have earned the reputation of being the best, while prices are
no more than those asked by other dealers for inferior goods. We
also carry the Case Shoes for Men, and the Burt Shoes for Ladies,
both lines being the standard for really fine shoes.

"

A.

i,,.

FLEISCHER
Estate

Surety

i

rent

1

i

live-roo-

i

During the week take a good look into the show windows under the

i

two-stor-

BIG GLOBE SIGN

-

...

I

.

J

f

READY-TO-WEA-

i

rutin

'

I"- -

se

.

I

"

-

tuck of dress goods contains many other fabrics plhd grades which are absolutely correct and sew.
In
we carry a large "line of the very bes qualities in the several grades, at prices In keeping
With those quoted on Dress Goods; aUK Silk Threadg, Twists.
Cotton Thread,
Fancy Trimmings, nnd
Dressmakers' Notions of all kinds. The tints required to thoroughly inspect our stock In these articles
will not be thrOwn away: try and be convinced tint ill.ol'.K BTOR
qualities and prices are right all
t,h" lime not part of the time.

Ettg.-rsvlll.-

Honest and sober part

1

our

rk-er-

WLfol?0
':i.

8-

North Third street.
and Restauran t.

$100

12

linings

Pianos, Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chuttels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, as
iwi' us . it.vi i i ii s n eai i s a 'tin. i.
Loans are uulckly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
win iiiiu see us neiore Dorrowing.
leamsnin tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
T1'K HOPHKHOLD
LOAN CO..
Kooms 3 - nd 4. Grant Bldg.
pr vatw nsTrrpwifl
OPEN EVENINGS
305West liallroail Avenue.

UliEiliLiS-ihaLM?'-

WANTED

Block Henrietta, silk warp, soft finish, close
wenve, 40 inches wide; per yard only.

Fancy Mohair Suitings, assorted colors, 4 6
Inches wide;
durable
and handsome
tloths; per yard only
65

i

Money to Loan
Furniture,

On

BREAD Pit's! AVn cawm n
WANTED
All kinds of detective
llyered to any part of the city, wedwork and shadowing. Address Box 121 ding
cakes a specialty; satisfaction
City.
m2 guaranteed.
S. N. Balling. Pioneer
WANTED Pupils in Spanish. Prof. Bakery. 207 South
First street.
Montoya.
220 North High street, tf
LOST AND POI ND.
WANTED Sowing by experienced
L 'ST- - Small brown
nnd white
dressmaker, 109 North Walter. Old spaniel
dog.
Hetum to M. Nash and
phone 180.
tf receive reward.
tf
WANTED
If you want to buy, sell
STRAYED
OU
STOLEN.
or exchange anything, talk with F. L.
STRAYED OB STOLEN
One bay
Me.Spaddcn. 300 South Broadway.
tf horse. 1", hands high, 3 years
old,
WANTED A paper can have no bitched to light buggy. $25 reward
belter triends than those to whom its for return to Albers
Dairy, Old Alwant ad columns have been of real buquerque,
tf
service
This paper wants vour

with small capital; in restaurant
business.
Coll and Investigate.
101

38

Black Stcllllan, heavy weave, beautiful finish,
r,n inches wide; good enough
for anybody
and Worth $1.26 per yard; our price
85

50
Fine While tfohalr, plain WSaVI
wide; reliable goods;' our prh

tí

'

PKKSONAT, IMNHPEHTV lOANK.

i

Henrietta, all wool, fine weave ,
inches wide; something nice; per yard .

good quality, 38 Inches wide;
colors: white, light blue, pink nnd tan;
excellent for evening wear; our price

liuio-ceaslb- le

South

net- -

l!l n k

.Nun's Veiling,

t

m0r,f

Broadcloth, best quality, pure dyes, r4 inches
wide, all colors; per yard only
$X-5-

Henrietta, good finish and will not
crock. 36 Inches wide; an honest piece of
t Is; per Vard only
30"

Pine Mohair Checks; blue anil while, brown
and while, light green and white; 36
Inches wide; our price per yard
40

'

.1

315

WANTED To exchange a good
$1,800 business for city property. F.
L. McSpadden.
300 South Broadway.

Black

Pine, While Mohair, figured; same quality in
White Crepe, ;H Inches wide; suitable for
evening wear; really superior
goods;
i
ut pre e per yard
40

at

weave; 44 Inches
Bilk Eollennes, French
Wide! come in all the dainty shades
for
evening wear; our price per yard. . . .

Black Cotton Worsted, good dye, 29 Inches
wide; per yard only
X0

f.--

f9

r

Cook
..WANTED
Third street.

Tin offerings made are of the best goods nt the prion named, w hile Ihe styles and weaves are positively
tin latest creations. We have no old, Shelf-Wogoods in Ihe bouse, and ladies wishing the newest nnd
best can fee tuwured that what tin y buy in THK ODOHK STOIIK will meet every requirement.
In
Colored Dress floods we are showing Ihe laf"St fihrtrte for evening war particularly, and we earnestly
request lh it ihe ladle of Albuquerque will eXardlhe our stock before purchasing. A few of the goods
..and prices are:

Cotton Worsted, diagonal weave
in three
colors, dark red. medium blip and white;
l'íi
inches wide, suitable for School
dresses; i mr price per yard
10

U

woman rfor
Benefjtl housework.
:.16 Keleher av.
WANTED
A
girl
for general

DRESS GOODS

'

'...... t

1

Copper av
,

i

I

i

It

Young lady stenographer; Fnderwood machine; give
experience and salary desired: own
handwriting.
B.. Morning Journal. If
WANTED
Wull paper to clean and
restore to Its original color by our
own process: terms verv reasonable.
Address II. M., Morning Journal.
It
WANTED A boy about 16 years
Drug
old. Walton's rr--.
store.
'
... .
AM M ) f ifty pounds of clean
' í
Printing Co..
(Nihi
West
v
WANTED Girl for general bouse- work. 703 W. lioiM av.
nnn aa mi
WANTED.... To lotm
4

jr

I

person to
6 5
Apply at once.

Hriisrlunr-iu- l

V?.

IRE STUNNERS

8. HOC

On West Railroad Avenue.

II

The prices marked on the goods displayed

will certainly please and we know the quality will be above question.

y.
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PACK SKVBSf.

THE UTTLERELD

G1U

ULl
Text

Full

Measure

of

PEREA ADDITION

EASTERN ADDITION

A tew choice lots still unsold, $125 to $150
each. Ten er cent down, $5.00 tier month.

Until the contractors can begin grading, we
will continue to sell these beautiful 5
lots at from $100 to $150 per lot $10.00
down, $1 .00 per week.

Important to New Mexico.
STRONG

MOVEMENT

D. K. B.

e,

Pl'BLICLY

Italian

DEGRADED.

Officer Sobs as Military IOSlg

nia Are Removed.
A very sad and Impressive ceremony took place yesterday in the military barracks of Ml
Rome, Feb. 7.

SELLERS, AGENT,

IT WILL
TO MEET SCIENTIFIC

HOPEWELL

OF

NEW YORKERS III

FE CENTRAL

Hopewell has gone to
understood the object
Torrance.
of his trip there is to meet a large
party of New York capitalists and
Kansas City railway contractors who
are to be taken on a trip of Inspection over the Santa Fe Central system, Including the Albuquerque Eastern, the Hagan coal mines, the Kstan-cl- a
sheep raising country anil the cities of Albuquerque and Santa Fe. It
is Col. Hopewell's plan to meet the
visitors this morning and to bring
them to Albuquerque this evening 01
tomorrow, to stay in this city three or
four days. It Is understood the visit
of these gentlemen is of the utmost
importance to the future of the new
railway. The New York Investors are
the men who have been negotiating
for the control of the Santa Fe Central system for some time past with a
view to completing the Albuquerque
Eastern, the llagan branch and the
line from Torrance to Itoswell.
Colonel

W. S.
It Is

The lies; Physic.
When you want a physic that Is
mild and gentle, easy to take and
pleasant in effect, take Chamberlain 'I
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Price 25
cents. Every box warranted. Oct freo
sample from any druggist.
MeSpaddcn, the exchange mnn, 300
South Broadway.
1

I

J

i

i

va

l

ty

cone-shape-

1 L'

The

e,

FRESn
I YES

CITT FLOWERS.

THE

I

I.O..IS

I
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SELLERS, AGENT,

O.

if you need a carpenter
liessoiden.
FINANCE

Monday, Feb 5

Stock Company

--

i.

MINSTRELS,

Niht

-

$11.

St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis. Feb. 7.- The wool market was steady with prices unchanged.
-

1. HALL. Proprietor

1

Money

on call.

Mime mercantile
cent; bar silver.

4

'n

4

'

paper,

65c.

92
101!

142 M

143i

IT
ir.:.
ir.4

nor

4

The M.ial Market.
New York. Feb.

44
110

cent;

tl 5

was

Won't

effed

(imr lace and
our VLMOND, KEN'
HAZEL
Mi WITCH

OPERA

J50IN

CREAM,

only

'."(

--

John

CORT INNOUNCES

Florence

Roberts

Tilt EINGLE WOOD
I'rop.

MRS. .1. BOULDSMf.
Auto. Phons 204
Cerner Second Strept and Copper Ats.
Allmoueraue. New Mexico.

Scott's Santal Pepsin Capsules

"The Strength

Pl Opa Alvarado Pharmacy
First St. and Gold Ave.

lilllillS

rtarnmtliii

OfOfttl
imt IHtWMW
0 CURE N ) PAT.

l.iii.nn

A
leiii: huiikIImi.'.
harmlrH. Sold by drusste4a.
1'ilrr, l in t r
mull, put-pali- l.
i.'. J Iioim, f:

tr

IY

il--

THE

Ii

r it i:

lioreiu e liobtttson
Adelaide Manola

ii

CO.

SANTAL-PEPSI-

ÜflUlunUIn, Ohkt.
Agent for Vlhoanerqne

W A HM

Until illen
Lucilo YorkO
Mary llertrand

llenilcr-n- ii

Hasleton
Grecory ttodgcrs
ii

Lillian

i

m-i-

FRENCH

FEMALE

MsPILLS.

BjTl, ClIrTSIN flu IIS f,l, f, rIXIK UlMtlTKIR
(VER INOWR TO FAIL
Hatkhm'- t
ftvtlitn (tuftrutei-'- l .it H..fif. K rtin.leH
He tit pre,,aH
H
ti t $1 "I
s t, i then n: ifiti.t be iiaM foe
When
rheve I. ttVufi irs ie. II out dritf lit hum Ut
nave ine
mi tuur oriiTi
tb
UNITCD MFD1CAL CO,, B04 T4,
tB.
A

n

tr

Prices: 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Scats un sato at Matsoni itimk Biota
Thursday IVb. H. al II o'clock.

--

ii

Hint

lili; PLAYERS

lOugeno Ormonde
Hubert M. Wade

.lo-rp-

1

Ixolutrlr

of the Weak"

.lame- - L.

Briggs

l

ror

Him

v

it.

& Co

n

t

un-

ruoi i (ve ui

k H

0
.T'iat
Jfi.

NEW MODERN PLAY
ALICE M SMITH

B. H.

Noltiil i'lllltl) STREET

--

With Max Firman in

p- -r

changed to ids lower lu LOfldon. Spot
closed at 77 pounds and futures at 7,"
Locally conditions are
pounda,
Lake Superior Is quoted
117. 71OI8.50: electrolytic at 17.12
fill,
the
outside prices on lake ami
IS.
electrolytic representing
the asking
prices of the large producen which
are more or less normal for Ihe time
liollUT.
Lead was unchanged nl Jtri.finfiri.7rp
in the local market, hut declined In
London
shiiiiiiKs and 9 pence to
in pounds E shillings.
Spelter advanced f Shilling! to II
pounds 17 h u.
and 6 pence in

I
lers In
GROCERIES. PROVISIONS, HAY.
Gil !
Mi I I EL.
of Imported Wlnea, Lhiuors
line Line
Cigars,
anil
liare Your Order
l or fills Liu,. Wlih Is.

2I.V3I5-2I- 7

bottk?.

n

Toti&Gradi

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10

e

If i

HOUSE

ONE NIGHT ONLY

THE COLD WINDS
wmMmmmmmmmmmmmmm

Ml

7

Seals on sale nl Matson's Hook Store
Monday, February
--

Albuquerque
Foundry and Machine Works ELKS'
iron and Ilrass C&StingS, Ore, Coal,
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, drat- Bars, ItaliMI t Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Hulld- inns,
Rspalrs on Minina m i
Mlllin- - Machinery In Our Specialty

15c, 25c and 35c
SEATS NOW on SALE

Prices: 50c, 75c and $1.00
.

EL

Mut-tfou-

Prices:

K.; foil ewes. 24.6045 5.10.

Wall Street.
FOUNDRY
New York. Feh. 7. There was
Track Albaanerqne
further fulling off In business on the Fast side Railroad
Stock Exchange today, and the general list fell Into a condition oí actual

neglect. Closing limitations:
Atchison
do preferred
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
union Pacific
no preferred
( topper
A ma igarnated
('lilted States Steel
do preferred

Ethel Tucker

H

telephone

COMMERCE

AND

London. Locally the market was unchanged at St.Oofi 8.16.
OPERA HOUSE
Bar silver was quoted at (15 "Hie and ELKS' OPERA HOUSE ELK'S
Mexican dollars at $Q c.
ONE night ONLY
."
MGllis. COMMENCING
CllleagO Board of Trade.
Chicago. Feb. 7. A large increase Wednesday, February Uth
In the wheal crop of Australia, indicated In a private dispatch received
here today, was responsible for a
The Popular Favorites
weak close in the wheal market. May
ORNATE BLAZE OF GLORY)
wheat o'.,. ii.ii at sr.1, r.i sr. ,.. sold beA
I
Gleeful
Commingling
'ii s.",c and s.'i'hc and closed
tween S
at m "s 0 s Sc.
f Joviality!
May corn opened at .'Otn 44 Uc,
sold off to 41', and closed at 4t'4
TWENTY-EIGHTEDITION
6 4 4 V.
Mas oats opened al 20
to 28445
80 He, sold between StUtfSOKc ;tml
Richards & Prinze's
tOVkC and closed at lOKc.
Chicago Uve Slock.
FAMOUS GEORGIA
Chicago. Feb. 7.- - Cattle recipts.
was steady to
The market
strong.
Prime steers were quoted lit
MONDAY Dora Thome.
ta.40Sid.2G: cows, 13.30a 4.40! heifers
12.2506; bulls SJ'ui; calves $:!if;
TUESDAY
Tompkins' Hot Finish.
Stockeis ami feeders. $2.40l I. till.
WEDNESDAY Dr. JckyU ami sir.
Sheep-- - Receipts, 17.00(1.
The marHyde.
ket was strong for sheep but lamba
were dull. Sheep were Quoted at 13.50
THURSDAY Are You an odd
5. SO: vearllnga IS. 50O6.40; lambs.
Fellow ?
A Coaliiion of Mirth,
40
11.6007.10.
FRIDAY Dcadwood Dick.
Kansas itv Live Stock
Vivacity and Gaiety
40
reKansas City. Feb. 7.
NEW
ceipts. 10.0110. Including :100 southVAUDEVILLE
FEATURE
erns. The miiket was steady. NaBETW I I
KACH ACT.
tive steers were minted at 14 0 6.90;
RIG
MX COMEDIANS
THE
southern steers, 13.3504.66: southern
cows. 12.25 0 4.80: native cows
ami ( larcncc Powell
.lames Crosby
heifers. 16.251) 4.96: stockeis and
Ladies Free Monday
feeders. ;( n 4.50 hulls. J.i.l .. fn 3.80; Fred Simpson
llappj Birregoard
re, $:!.; o
lives 3 (o 7 w estern fed
's
Providing Seat-- are Reserved nl
Prank Kirk
Lester Daniels
vi 36.50;
western toil cows.
P. M.
before
34.50.
Sheen recelóte, ii.ooo. II uttons
were Quoted at 14.26 0 6.50
STREET PARADE AT NOON
lambs,
5.7607.10; la re weathers, 14.600

Unrirs.

Sold

La

Albnqoorqpc by tho J.
O'lílrlly OoniipRiiy.

i

I

jWeto

Mejcico

Fe Raittvay
miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico
"Belén

Cut-o-

J-

of The Atchison

TopeKa

CÍSL

Santa

leading east and west

The Helen Zobvn and Improvement Company

BY AN UMBRELLA.

Man Confesses to Involuntary Homicide and Is Sent lo PlIsOP.
Geneva, Feb. 7. Nicholas Llcb, of
Althausern, In the Canton of Argovic.
has been sentenced to twelve months'
Imprisonment and ordered to pay a
fine of $200 for Involuntary homlelie.
Sometime ago whlen returning from
a dance with his fiancee, he was attacked In the dark by a stranger.
LHcb, In
made a lunge
with his umbrellA, and bis assailant
dropped on the grounu. He struggieu
to his feet again, and Lleb and his
fUncee hurried away.
Next day a man named Albert Rey
was found dead In the road, and the
Inquest showed tha't some Instrument
had pierced his eye and entered deeply
Into the skull.
Several of the victim's friends and
acquaintances were arrested and released before Lleib heard of the affair,
when he made a full confession. He
has lodged an appeal against his sentence.

B.

Office: Surety Investment

Future Patlroad Center of

Located on the
is 31

I). K.

TO SELSXT

D

Id he

hue has long been attributed to the
nctrellng zone of atmosphere thai
Would be seen to border our globe if
an observer could view It from a point
Opposite to that of the sun. Even the
arc that we oee at twilight is red or
ellow tinted from the lays that can
hlefly penetrate the extent of air pre
BentM crosswise. Appearances agree
Well with the laws of refraction, while
ihe falntnesg of color or Invisibility of
Hp disk during total eclipse, noted on
a few occasions, may be accounted for
by differing degrees of cloudiness In
that shallow but ever present twilight
zone. Still the explanation
leave
unsettled a few facte, such as the central ShadOW at the beginning of totality on the last memorable occasion,
and the lack of uniform coloring so
fr quently no cd.
More than three years ago, a well
known physh 1st suggested a solution
based on the chemical action of suu-i- t
light, which
is found can endow
some substances with power to emit
light when they are placed In darkness, and he dwells on the intensity
on the lunar disk of prolonged .sunshine. If this be even partly the
cause of visibility during eclipse, the
west side, which h as been two weeks
under illumination, should be more
distinct than the eastern limb where
the atoms have been exposed to solar
vibrations
for only a few days or
hoar before totality. This can be
easily ascertained tonight should the
astronomers 'be favored with clear
weather. The theorist also adverts to
the radiative properties of several
Substances even without previous ex-- I
osare to sunlight, and on the whop'
there seems a possibility that the mld-- l
night picture may be an Innate lunar
production artistically finished by terrestrial agency.
,

light-givin-

IG--

DKATII

ECLIPSE

The midnight sky if b ght will
ieved only by
wear its darkest ue.
the glitter of I Larllght dtspdte the
pretence, high on the meridian, of the
lurth's satellite. the moon. Being
In opposition to the sun,
its entry
disk can probably be seen Hearing the
bright star liegm.i to the east, though
g
power and
bereft of Its
Inadequate to din even
orb of
sixth magnitude.
Those who witnessed the total
pi llpye of the mo in on the lfith of
fail to view
tober, 1902, will
again the beauti ill series of changes
that will occur, Between 10 ami LI
p,
tonight, those accustomed
m.
moon'
to the aspect of the full
may
has
notice that the disk
less of a glare than usual for at that
tage our Intervening globe, like an
Immense shield will hinder more or
less of the sun's disk from radiating
light In a moon Ward direction.
Having i.issed through this region
of half shade or penumbra In about
an hour, the eastern side of out satd
shadellite will enter the
ow, but as dlffuseness at the limb delays Immediate recognition of contact,
some minutes wilt elapse before we
will realise that a more distinct ptl UK
has commenced. Eclipse phenomena
cannot be pictured In true relative
proportion.
The unsymmetrieal aspect then
by the illuminated part of th
disk will resemble the bimonthly gibbous phase, though, of course, from a
different cause.
Perhaps the most strllkng scene
will be the silvery crescent not far
from the meridian near 12 p, m.. and
adjoining
eclipsed
portion,
the
neither unseen nor somber, but vividly
pink in parts or of a coppery
hue.
p. m. the lingering
Just before
curve of the crescent having waned,
totality will commence and the disk
deeply tinted, wholly or In part, will
afford a rare chance for investigation
of lunar heat and earthly air. These
"llchlng bouts of midnight" may
also yield to the plate of an astronomical camera the trail of some long
unbody
gliding around
hid ten
der the sway of the moon's attraction
In other words, a satellite of our
satellite.
Though beauty of color will have
taken the place of effulgence, the familiar features of the full moon can
he easily discerned as it comes to Ihe
meridian during this phase. The pink

Captain Ercolessal, of the Italian
army, who was accused and found
guilty of having sold military secrets
to a foreign power, applied to the
court of appeal for a reversion of that
Judgment; but he was not successful.
Yesterday the representatives of all ;it
i
mask BALL IT Colombo
ITCH I OK
FEBRUARY I I.
the regiments quartered at Messina HALL
I I K I III
I LABS.
It
I' AIM
it
were summoned to the main barracks
and Captain Ercolessal was in their
If yon MM a carpenter, telephone
presence formally degraded by remov- IcKsehlen.
ing his sword, the stars on his collar,
The Harmless Business Competitor.
and his stripes. Krcolessal looked
No business man ever feared a
deadly pale, and he was heard s
competitor who did not advertise; It's
the one who advertises a title more
Public opinion attributed the re- aggressively than yourself who Insponsibility of Krcolessal's trouble to duces your Insomnia. Isn't this true'.'
his wife, who, being fond of Hurry,
BINDERS roll EVERYBODY.
encouraged him to betray his country.
To
Made In everv shape and style.
iirili-tiliinliH (1 n nl iea t
The court, however. acquitted her. twitil !,.!:'.
sheets and all matter used
Ercolessal is now limply a number in statement
lrt loose leaf form.
We do all the
one of the prisons of Sicily.
Call us up
WOfk In our own shop.
and we will show vou.
s.
H.
L1THGOW
CO..
to Turkey.
Women Fear
Willi Hie Journal.
Bookbinders
Uelgrnde, Feb. 7. A sensation has
MEN1NDW0MEK
been caused In Belgrade by an atI'"" IV j
for nun.' tur.il
tempt that Is being made to force two
to b
di' tiftriM'H.fRfl&tiiiiintiont
i
pj trriUtiooR or u cena ion
beautiful Turkish women who have jgjpy (ni
of ni ti r o u i in ni hr unit,!
arrived there to return to ConstantirWfwnU MlrtaPut,1
tnil rnt eilrin
ItheEvansChemicalSo.
KPDt or
nople.
El'JIlK
tagm
ciNniNtin,o.iH
Mold
lir CrasirUia,
Their father is N'ourl Hey, the well
L'. 8. k.
VM or 'ni In il.Pn wrr.ppor.
known Turkish foreign secretary, and
by fiprfw. prr-mifoi
oil nrlrwtfita VJ It.
they fled from his house so that the
Cii1-ji
tvut
rti"W
Ir
elder of the two, who is suffering from
phthisis, might enter a sanitarium.
The elder daughter whitened her
hair, and accompanied by a French
governess, traveled as the mother of
her sister. They Intended to reach
Vienna, but when their Might was noticed their father telegraphed to Belgrade and they were obliged by the
Ottoman represeneatlve in the Servian
capital to leave the train on arriving
there.
At present they are lodged In the
declare that
Orand hotel, and they
their surrender to the Turkish authorities would mean certain death, as
they have broken the Moslem laws.
A number of prominent Servian ladles have started a lively agitation In
their behalf. The fugitives are accomnew City oí Belen
girls,
English.
speaking
plished
French, and German, and aro excellent musicians.
-

PHASES

ASTRONOMERS RARE CHANCE

PROPERTIES

!

DOUBLE ITSELF IN 3 YEARS

'DARKENING OF MOON GIVES

TO INSPECT SANTA

PARTY

The pee of diets all. Several choice options
W ill
reopened. Call at once.
double ill
value in
ih.m a year $165 a lot. $10.00
dow n, $(.00 DW month.

SELLERS, AGENT,
Office: Surety Investment Co.

IONICO!

E

GRANT TRACT

1). K. 1!.

Office: Surety Investment Co.

ITS IMMEDIATE OPERATION

A MONTH

ot

Twenty handsome new houses built during
the past year.

TO PREVENT

Since the Llttlefield bill to prevent
gambling in the territories has come
forward as a probable law of the very
near future, considerable agitation
has begun In New Mexico in an effort
to get the operation of the bill postponed for a time at least In the event
of Its passage. It is stated on first
class authority that this effort is not
confined to the gamblers themselves,
or to the interests allied with gambling, but is backed to some extent
by the men who have tbe care of
the school finances of the territory of
the counties and cities in their hands.
It is pointed out that the immediate
enforcement of the law In the event
it becomes a law would temporarily
seriously cripple the schools since the
revenue derived from the gambling
tax would be immediately shut off. A
postponement for a short time would
enable a readjustment to be effected,
and this, it is understood, is the sole
aim of the men now seeking sueh
postponement.
The full text of the
Llttlefield bill follows:
A bill to prohibit gambling in the
territories:
Be it enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the United
States of America In congress assembled, that any person In any of the
territories of the United States who
deals, plays, or carries on, opens, or
causes to be opened, or conducts, cither as owner or employe, whether for
hire or not, any game of faro, monte,
roulette, lansquenet, rouge et noire,
rondo, tan, fan tan, poker, seven and
cbuck-a-luea half, twenty-onor
any banking or percentage game, or
any other kind of a game played with
cards.dice, or any device, for money,
checks, credit, or any other representative of value, is guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be punished by a
fine of not less than two hundred dollars nor more than five thousand
dollars and by imprisonment for not
less than two months nor more than
one year.
Sec. 2. That this act shall take effect Immediately upon its passage.

$5

BEGIN TO SAVE

BILL TO PREVENT

(INCORPORATED)

streets and svenuea RIGHT In the business
ARB THE OWNEPS OF THE HELEN TOWNSITE, Consisting of ONE THOUSAND DLSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (slin 25x142 feet) fronting upon 80 and
center of the NEW CITY and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds. Tbe Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe. Railway company Is now grading Its extensive depot grounds and yard limits 800 feet wide and
a mile long, (capacity of nrventy miles of sido truck) to accomodate Its NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depots, HARVEY EATING HOUSE, Round House, Coal Chutes, Water Tanks, Machine Shops, Etc
70-fo-

m,

.THE CITY OF VELEJA

a

Has a population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, The Belen Patent Roller Mills, capacity 150 barrels dally: winery, etc. It Is the largest shipping point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beans, hay and fruit
From Its location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, East and West, to all points In the United States and Old Mexico Its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated.
In New Mexico.
Belen has a $16,000 public school house,
All fast limited, mall, express and freight trains will pass through Uelen to Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast. The water Is good and climate unsurpassed.
two churches, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, shoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug store, harness shop, etc. THE LOTS OFFERED ARE
may remain on note and mortgage for ene year with Interest at sight per cent per annum.
Title perfect and warranty deeds
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EASY. One third of purchase money cash;
given. COME EARLY IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prices of Iota U in person er write to
two-thir-

c--

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHft

3CJC.

Tresident

WM. M.

BEHCET.

Secretary

J
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Company
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New Mexico's Lev

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO

ding Jewelers

FOURTH STREET AND RAILROAD AVENUE

ff

It is the Place to find Everything the Nicest and the Best

Have Removed to the New

Our Watch Repairing and Optical Departments are In charge
of men of highest qualifications.
Special attention to orders
by mall and satisfaction guaranteed.

Staab Building
The Arch Front

rThe "Universal:'

South Second Street
2

than at first supposed and the wound
on the aide of the hend Is exnected tn
heul rapidly.
President Tight expressed himself as feeling much ImTHE WK.vniER.
proved yesterday and Is suffering comI'orefast.
Makes Perfect Coffee free from the
Washington, Feb. ".New Mexico paratively little.
bitter taste caused by boiling and
PLATED WARE
CHINA
and Arizona Fair Thursday and Frifounbegun
Excavation lias
for the
retaining all the delicious aromatic
day; warmer In the southern portions. (lnii'in of Hie big addition to the Im- fragrance of the Coffee Bean a healthperlal ltunrtry on West Silver avenue.
ful appetizing beverage, clear as wine,
Dr. C. H Connor left for Phoenix I'i"
CHAFFING DISHES
SALAD BOWLS
of the po'tofflce. Work on the.
though no eggs are used.
last night.
new building will be done as fast as
FIVE O'CLOCK TEAS
CIIOCOCLATE SETS
George Ostr.inder. of the Cochlti possible and when It Is completed the
COFFEE POTS
CAKE PLATES
mining district. Is In the city looking Imperial Hundry will have one of the.
TRAYS
CRUMB
BllEAD & BUTTER
after business matters.
largest plants in the southwest. The
& PICKS
CRACKS
NUT
Draperies
and
Degree
Carpets
Is
PLATES
to
Honor
of
to
he
Imperative
the
addition
found
The ladles of
SUGARS & CREAMS
gave a very enjoyable Valentine card handle the rapidly growing business
SUGARS
party In Odd Fellows' hall last night. of Kd'iar lipis.
essss-.-ss-,-es- e
.a
SYRUP PITCHERS
CUI'S & SAUCER8
,.,
The attendance was large.
of MatMllm.ws proptlet
TEASPOONS
CREAMS
A girl baby made her appearance
Jersey dairy, after long dollb-earl- y
TABLE SPOONS
DISHES
OATMEAL
,
y. at) rd.iy morning at the resl- FORKS
KNIVES
and speculation on tho fate of
T many dozens ,,f milk
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
BERRY SETS
bottles which
Johnson, 214 West Silver avenue.
nn, my,.,,, inusly disappeared placed
FLOWER VASES
M
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